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The Society of American Fight Directors
DEDICATED TO IMPROVING THE QUALITY AND SAFETY OF STAGE COMBAT

Founded in 1977, the SAFD is a non-profit organization of theater
professionals, academicians, friends and supporters, all of whom share a
common interest in the art of stage violence.
Led by the country's top fight choreographers, the SAFD stands for the
very highest standard in effective and safe theatrical fighting.
The SAFD has developed recognized standards for three levels of
skill in the stage combat arts.
ACTOI/COMIATANT
The actor/combatant is an individual who has received basic training in three to six weapon forms and passed a
proficiency skills test. The actor/combatant certificate expires three years from the date of issue, but is renewable
through a re-testing process. The actor/combatant certificate does not qualify an individual to teach stage combat or
to arrange fight scenes. But it does signify SAFD recognition of this individual as a safe, competent perfooner.

CEnlFIID TIACHER
A certified teacher of stage combat is an individual who has first passed the actor/combatant proficiency skills test
and then, in addition, had extensive educational training and passed SAFD tests in teaching techniques, historical
styles, weapons theory and practice, and theatrical choreography. The SAFD endorses this individual to teach stage
combat.
c1mn1D FIGHT MASTIR
A fight master is an individual who has completed all requirements of an actor/combatant and a certified teacher.
Beyond this, he or she must have a strong professional background, have choreographed a minimum of twenty union
productions and passed an extensive oral, written and practical examination. Fight masters are endorsed by the
SAFD to teach, coach, and choreograph in professional theatre, film and television, and in the academic arena.
This journal printed entirely on recycled paper.
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"To THE POINT"
MODERN DUALISM
BY JAMES R. GLEICH

It is frequently assumed and stated as fact that
classical ballet developed from fencing. Or is it
the reverse? Just like the old chicken or the egg
quandary, which came first is a tricky question to
resolve. A look at the development of fencing ,
once called the "deadly dance" and the
development of ballet.
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For men , the way of the Western warrior has
always been one of realizing their place in
society. For women, it has usually been a way to
overcome it. From the amazons to the Celtic
Queen Boadicea to Joan of Arc, women warriors
have walked a different path from men .
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EDITORIAL STAFF

I'M WRITING IN RESPONSE TO THE RECENT

Editor

BETWEEN THE SPRING AND

Margaret Raether

fall issues of the Fight Master, this one-timeonly summer issue is in compensation for the
missing Fall 1994 Fight Master. And that puts
us officially back on track ...
Letters, I get letters! And it's great. There
is some spirited dialogue going on out there in
the SAFD and you'll find some vehement
points of view expressed in the expanded
letters section in this issue. Hey, at least I
know you are reading the magazine.
If you have an idea for an article for the
Fight Master, now is the time to crank it out as
I am seeking contributions for the Fall issue.
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Cuirassier's Saber
The cover of this issue features a photo of a French
saber with brass hilt and slightly curved blade of
the_ type used by the cuirassier or heavy cavalry
regiments 1n Napoleon's army.
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IN REPLY TO J.D. MARTINE.I•••
letter by J.D. Martinez in the Spring issue of the
Fight Master entitled "Small Spirited Practitioners," about a "self-styled swordmaster" in
the LA area who believes that "by defaming
the efforts of others, they enhance their own
reputations."
Having worked with the person in question
for many years on several feature films, I'm
glad that someone has finally brought this to
his attention. I only hope that he can contain
his rage long enough to see the truth in the
letter. I believe he is a very talented person, but
this means nothing if people don't want to
work with him.
I am no longer associated with the person in
question for many of the reasons J.D. described;
foremost of which is the "petty slurs at one's
competition." I've seen this type of "leadership"
before in my old fight group on the east coast.
They were always trying to discredit the efforts
of another local fight group. When I finally
me_t with the other fight group out of curiosity,
I discovered they really weren't any different
from us. What's more, there were some really
talented people that I ended up working with one of whom is now my best friend.

"Why are there so many egos in the swordplay
community? Why do we feel we must bestow
titles on ourselves and each other?~
Attempting to put yourself above others by
discrediting their work is worse than just a
cheap tactic; for those few who have made
swordplay their livelihood, it seriously jeopardizes their career. I can no longer afford to be
associated with someone who has established a
bad reputation in the industry. It has made it
extremely hard for me to work with other
choreographers that he has openly challenged.
I'd like to thank J.D. for finally reaching his
"limit of patience," and compliment him on his
insight into the situation. However, I'm afraid
he lost me when he continued on with "those
who give grandiose titles to themselves." I
don't believe that the SAFD itself is completely
exempt from this statement. I know that the
"fight master" in LA got many of his ideas for
titles and certification from the SAFD (yes, he
does offer titles and certificates, so I don't know
how he can refer to them as "Bs") .
Why are there so many egos in the swordplay

community? Why do we feel we must bestow
titles 011 ourselves and each other? The answer
is easy, but it's not an easy one to hear ...
anyone can do this stuff.
This isn't discrediting the incredibly hard
work that SAFD members undergo to learn
their trade. I recently survived the International
Workshop myself. It's just that I've seen people
who don't have a clue what they're doing
getting jobs in the industry because people
(especially producers) simply can't tell the
difference between good and bad swordplay.
This isn't like gymnastics where you can tell if
someone can perform a triple back flip or not.
This is the entertainment industry, and it's
extremely difficult for one person or group of
people to be judgmental about something that
is so subjective. In the stunt industry, there are
stunt men, and stunt coordinators, and that's it.
And as far as I know, there aren't any of these
professionals who feel they need to be called
"Stunt Masters" or "Stunt Master Emeritus."
So what are we supposed to call ourselves?
I believe the best lesson to be learned is from a
true master, Bill Hobbs, whom we were
fortunate enough to meet at the International
Workshop. Here is an incredibly talented, but
humble man, who would be at a loss for words
if you were to call him a "Fight Master" to his
face. He does his job, and does it very well,
without putting himself above others - which
unfortunately brings us back to what J.D. was
talking about in the first place.
Lastly, I must comment on the International
Workshop which was a wonderful experience
worth every pound. It was also my first real
experience with SAFD other than visiting the
National Workshop in Nevada two years ago.
It was a joy to work with so many people who
were truly skilled and enthusiastic about their
craft. Unfortunately, I feel the Workshop compromised the one thing I hold most important
above everything else, and the one thing SAFD
preaches so strongly ... safety.
I've been told that this is an ongoing problem
with the workshops - that you're trying to do
too much in too little time. The ISCW was only
two weeks long, and because of a lack of
preparation, some certification fights weren't
given to us until two days before the test.
Granted, we were told we shouldn't test if we
didn't feel ready, however, most of us had spent
a good amount of money to fly great distances
to a different continent to do this, and we were
damned if we were going to back out now.
I was surprised there weren't more injuries
than there were, and I blame the fight masters
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for not recognizing the situation and compromising the safety of their fighters.
The fact that the certification fights weren't
written ahead of time is inexcusable. The fights
also could've been shortened, changed to a skills
testing, or not offered at all for reasons of safety.
What's more, I was extremely frustrated that I
couldn't perform to the best of my abilities as were even the best of the SAFD' s fighters,
who were blanking out on entire sequences of
their fight test. This is not only dangerous, but
unprofessional. I wouldn't expect this lack of
organization on a set, and more importantly, I
think it's the wrong message to be sending out
to your students. I hope the fight masters and
those who teach "intensive" type workshops
will take these issues and suggestions into
serious consideration.
Robert Chapin

Marina Del Rey, CA

"I truly hope none of us are egocentric
enough to believe that one person or one
association has cornered the theatrical
combat market as the 'only' or 'best.'~
AND MORE MARTINEZ REACTION

•

EXCUSE ME!! THOUGH I ADMIRE J.D. MARTINEZ'
writing achievement (Combat Mime), and I am
aware of his fight directing reputation, I take
exception to his final remark in the Spring 1995
Fight Master. Referring to the SAFD, he is quoted
as saying" ... because we're the best people in
the country- the only people, really. We know
more; we're better at it. .. "
There are a number of us independents who
consider themselves in the 'fight game" and who
have found no need to be card-carrying members
of the SAFD. Most of us have worked in the
markets Mr. Martinez mentions: CD-ROMs,
action films, live theatre. I myself, in fact, began
theatrical swordplay in 1975 before the SAFD
had even been created.
As an actor I have been privileged to play
stage "fight" roles from Tybalt to bloody Knife to
Cyrano in regional theatres; I have performed
stunts in a number of major studio feature films
and television shows; I have fought in or choreographed nearly sixty stage productions; I have
performed 10,000 broadsword fights (literally) in
the Universal Studios Conan the Barbarian live
spectacular. And I choose only to be "Friend"
status with SAFD.
I mention the above credits, Mr. Martinez,
knowing that many other independents work
THE FIGHT MASTER •
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coast-to-coast and have more experience and
knowledge than me. At one time or another, many
of us have worked fights with SAFD folks, traded
information, and have been recommended to
fight positions by SAFD members. To name a few
of these talented people (who choose not to belong
to SAFD): Dan Speaker, Jan Bryant, Anthony
Delongis, Jim Dalesandro, Louis Roth, and many
more. These are men and women who, in my
opinion, certainly rank with SAFD's 'best people
in the country."
I truly hope none of us are egocentric enough
to believe that one person or one association has
cornered the theatrical combat market as the
"only" or "best." I choose to salute and celebrate
all the men and women who pursue the wonderful
art of stage combat.
Greg Michaels, "Friend" of the SAFD
Yan Nuys, CA
P.S. I would be remiss if I did not mention one of
the influential Masters in my own personal
training ... Mr. Rod Colbin. He is, I believe, an
Honorary Member of SAFD. I thank him for
sharing his art with me and many others!

STAGE COMBAT AS A MARTIAL ART
ONE ARTICLE IN THE SPRING/SUMMER '94
edition was cause for both praise and concern.
In "Stage Combat As A New Martial Art,"
Dr. Robert Dillon lays out beautifully the life
and action-enriching aspects which a study of
the martial arts can provide. As a long-time
practitioner of both Asian and European fighting
styles, I have witnessed countless examples of
students developing skills and growth in all
aspects of their lives. It is, as he quotes Richard
Nichols, "a precious resource in the search for
selflessness and the art within." I would advise
any actor to study a martial art, and to study it
for life.
Where I take exception is Dr. Dillon's contention that stage combat is, or even ever should
be, a martial art itself. It is not enough to say
that "martial arts include any arts that have a
military, or combative origin," else surely
ballet (developed directly from fencing) should
be included. Even though a life-long commitment
to the study of ballet would, at the hands of a
master instructor, lead to all of the benefits
ascribed to the study of karate, the dance and
the martial arts are rightly understood to be
two distinct spheres of pursuit.
That is not to say that the study of one is
detrimental to the study of the other. As
Okinawan Grand Master Morio Higaonna is
fond of saying, "in all movement there are only
two forms: that which works and that which
doesn't." Japanese martial art masters often

found that as they improved as a fighter, they
also became masters at such diverse arts as
sumi-e painting, kado flower arranging, or
chado tea ceremonies. We have all seen young
actors improve their dramatic skills after having
studied modern dance. Once the ego is removed
from movement, the true self can express itself
in any chosen discipline.
But what separates the martial from the
performance arts is the one thing that stage
combat does not nor should ever provide: the
opportunity to experience very real pain and
fear as your learn your technique and master
your ego. (Even modern Olympic foil fencing
is so far removed from this principle that it is
no more a martial art than is table tennis.)
In a martial art, if your body does not
respond to a threat, you are hit hard or you are
thrown to the ground. It is the conquering of
fear which provides the catalyst for learning;
not just the fear of an audience, but fear of the
weapon, fear of pain, fear of even death.
Mastered in the dojo, fear can be mastered in
the street. But if you are in fear for life or limb
in stage combat, then someone has provided a
dangerous fight or your partner is out of
control. No actor should be in the position of
having to make a parry in order to save his
neck. The focus for the actor must be in telling
the story through movement and sound.
Stage combat is a dance, a wonderful
partnered pantomime, a performance of shapes
creating an illusion of violence. It cannot ever
provide the crucible of danger which is found
in the study of a true martial art. And I fear that
by focusing on the "warrior" aspect of our art,
we push away those who are uncomfortable in
such a role.

OBJECTIONS TO THE COMPARISON
WITH REGARD TO JIM STRIDER'S ARTICLE ON
"Dramatic Art versus Violent Prurience" in the
Spring '95 Fight Master, I'd like to protest my
views on fight direction being likened to Lt.
William Calley's defense of the massacre of a
Vietnam village, "I was just following orders."

" ... I'd appreciate some attention to the
ethics ofjournalism before likening my
view to those of a convicted murderer.~
Anyone who is familiar with my work or who
has talked to me personally (neither of which
applies to Mr. Strider) knows that I spend a good
deal of my professional time talking directors into
less violence, not more - not for the sake of
"political correctness," a concept that I consider an
intellectual mask for "right-thinking" censorship,
but for the sake of dramatic effectiveness.
In any case, before tackling the ethics of fight
direction, I'd appreciate some attention to the
ethics of journalism before likening my views to
those of a convicted murderer.
Richard Raether

Rockford, IL

WHO IS THAT ON THE T-SHIRff
l AGREE WITH EDITOR MARGARET RAETHER
in questioning whether the "woman" on the
SAFD T-Shirt is Mademoiselle de Maupin.
First of all, the woman is dressed in late
nineteenth century attire which is nearly two
centuries too late to be Maupin(l 670- 1707).
Secondly, Maupin is known to have been a
male
impersonator and
fought her
duels in
male attire.
I really
like the Tshirt and if
the SAFD
wants to refer to it as the "Maupin T-Shirt," so be
it. As an organization that prides itself on
historical accuracy, I would hope we recognize
the fact that the woman on the T-shirt represents
the wrong period, dress and style to be the famous
actress and duelist known as Mlle. de Maupin.

" ... Weare not fighters. And it only appeals to the
latent adolescent wifhin to pretend that we are
anything but trained storytellers who sometimes
must put on the mask of the tiger.~
Indeed, I am strongly convinced that only by
demonstrating that stage combat is accessible
to all actors, not just "fighters," can we hope to
advance the notion that it should be learned by
all actors as one more tool which helps us move
the audience to experience the playwright's vision.
But we are not fighters. And it only appeals to
the latent adolescent within to pretend that we
are anything but trained storytellers who
sometimes must put on the mask of the tiger.
Richard Pallaziol

Linda McCollum
Las Vegas, NV
Send /euers to the Fight Master, 1834 Camp A 1•e., Rockford,
IL 61103. Letters may be edited for length and clarity.

Nappa, CA
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Tank Tops
$12.00

T-Shirt
$10.00

Hats
$15.00

ET ME TAKE A MOMENT TO THANK OUR EDITOR,
MAR~~~-~!- RAETHERJ_XO~ THIS ADDITl9NA~ _IS~-~~ OF
THE FIGHT MASTER. WE'VE ALL BEEN WORKING HARD TO

!Angelo or Woman)
M, L, XL all white
(Angelo or Woman)
M, L, XL white or block

GET OURSELVES BACK ON TRACK, NONE HARDER THAN SHE .

block
one size

I am ever thrilled by the quality of this journal
and hoping that you, the membership, will
always give us the benefit of the doubt when it
comes to business matters, etc. Much, if not
most, of the work done by the officers, editor,
regional and membership reps., etc. is done on
a volunteer basis and sometimes the business
of making a living in the business is a bit
overwhelming and must take precedence.

BY
DREW
FRACHER

.

.

Dennis L. Graves
-Swordcutler255 So. 41st
Boulder, CO 80303
303-494-4685
Classic Italian designs with combat durability beyond the
strength of originals.
Exceptional balance and aesthetic proportion in every
weapon from stage "foil" to replica "sharp."

Available styles now include "Roman" gladii, stirrup~hilted
sabres, and baroque small swords.
Rental weapons available for theatre, film and
combat workshops.
Brochure sent on request.
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.

..

.

the time to socialize and deal with things other
than business. These regional meetings seem to
be the perfect venue.

A big family where everyone fights!
Find out who is in y our area, get together
and share your talents, your desires, your life.
This is a huge family and each and every
member should feel proud to belong to it. I
know I am and always
have been. Membership
should be a privilege and a
joy, not something to
grouse about. Get active
and help make the
organization a force to be
reckoned with. I'll see you
there.
Many thanks and, as
always, fight safely.

" ... it is my hope that we can keep the ball rolling in
terms of regional activity and provide a place in
each region for folks to get together and work out,
share ideas, techniques, etc. and just hang out with
others who share our interests. "
Lending a little support
With that "making a living" issue so often
rearing its necessary head, I have been having
some interesting conversations with Dale
Girard, who is the newly appointed head
regional representative. He and I both agree
that sometimes we all get a little too wrapped
up in that aspect of the organization and lose
sight of the fact that another function (perhaps
the most important one) of the SAFD is to
provide a support system for the membership.
Sharing common ground
The SAFD is a common ground for each
of us in a business that is often a solitary
journey. There are several SAFD regional
groups that have for some time been well
organized and active. It is imperative that we
all begin to follow that lead and make an effort
to be in closer touch with fellow members.
We all share a common love for this art
form and we all have so much to learn from
each other, it is my hope that we can keep the
ball rolling in terms of regional activit\/ and
provide a place in each region for folk~ o get
together and work out, share ideas, techniques,
etc. and just hang out with others who share
our interests. There is a lot to be said for taking
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The Society of American Fight Directors in association with the University of Nevada, Las Vegas
an equal opportunity/affirmative action university
presents the

SIXTEENTH

ANNUAL

OLISH YOUR SWORD AND POLISH YOUR STYLE
AT THE NATIONAL STAGE COMBAT WORKSHOPS

MARKGUIMM
MSCW COORDIMATOR

July 10-28, 1995

AAAHH ... THE BALMY BREEZES OF THE
desert in July. Well, never mind that, all the
buildings are air-conditioned. But you are still
guaranteed to work up a sweat if you participate in the sixteenth annual National Stage
Combat Workshops, sponsored by the Society
of American Fight Directors and hosted by the
University of Nevada-Las Vegas.
Please note the plural usage. There are
two separate workshop making up the NSCW.

DAVID BOUSHEY
UMARMED COMBAT

Las Vegas, Nevada

Running concurrently with the Actor/
Combatant Workshop is the Teacher Training
Workshop. where those vying for certification
as SAFD teachers will be studying. The TTW
alternates at the NSCW with the Advanced
Actor/ Combatant Workshop offered last year
(and next year).
The NSCW is the single largest event
sponsored by the SAFD each year and
provides a unique opportunity to study, to
train, and to talk swords until you are blue in
the face with other afficionados. You can also
buy a nifty t-shirt and even niftier weapons
from vendors who will be displaying their
wares. Remember, you will be among a group
of people who consider it perfectly normal to
own your own personal broadsword.
If you cannot attend, and obviously only a
small portion of the SAFD's nearly 600
members actually trek to Las Vegas, you can
still make your voice heard at the annual
SAFD officers' meetings through your elected
representatives.
Teachers, voice your concerns to Teacher
Representative Geoff Alm. All other members
can contact Membership Representative Ricki
G. Ravitts who can be reached on the SAFD
Hotline (800-659-6579) .

•••

for more information call On-Site Coordinator Linda Mccollum

r

702-895-3662
)

ERIK FREDRICKSEN

CHRISTOPHER VILLA

TEACHER TRAIMIMG

BROADSWORD
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BY
RICKI G.
RAVITTS

OR ALMOST TWO WEEKS IN EARLY APRIL, ON THE
LONDON CAMPUS OF WHITELANDS COLLEGE

at the Roehampton Institute, leaders and
representatives from eight countries conferred,
struggled, fought, and occasionally cursed in
no uncertain terms. It wasn't a session of the
UN security council or an economic summit,
and though weapons were drawn, no blood
was shed.

The first International Workshop
It was, in fact the first International Stage
Combat Workshop, organized by SAFD and
SBFD teacher Richard Ryan and taught by
instructors from the Society of British Fight
Directors, Fight Directors Canada and the
Society of American Fight Directors.

PJe,

'IJ/ricaJ and

(707) 226-2845

cinema
(619) 726-1411

The International Workshop drew over 45
top flight students from England, Ireland,
Scotland, Germany, the United States, Canada
and New Zealand, for classes both advanced
and standard. Exemplifying the sometimes rare
attitude that study of the discipline continues at
all levels of expertise, some of the very
advanced students included SAFD Fight
Master David Woolley and Certified Teachers
Brian Byrnes, Brent Gibbs, Dale Girard, Mark
Guinn, Colleen Kelly and Doug Mumaw.

Rotating disciplines
As in the SAFD National Workshop, each
instructor concentrated on a given weapon.
Unlike the NSCW, however, for several days
in the first week, the teachers rotated
disciplines so that the advanced students had
the opportunity to experience each weapon as
taught by several different teachers-a
comparative literature class of sword play,
enlightening for teachers and students alike.
Although the ISCW instructors certainly
had enough material at their command to fill
many workshops, organizer Richard Ryan also
arranged for a variety of other special events.
Linda McCollum and Colleen Kelly got us off
to a running start leading a discussion on
Women and Violence.
GL st lectures and performances
Subsequent evenings featured guest
lectures and/or classes with several of Great
Britain's premiere fight directors: William
Hobbs, Derek Ware, Malcolm Ransom and
Henry Marshall visited classes, shared
anecdotes, showed numerous film clips,
answered questions, and in Malcolm Ransom's
case, got everyone up on their feet engaged in
sweeping battle scenes.
Then,just to make sure we didn't take the
work, or ourselves, too seriously, we were
treated to an evening's entertainment by "The
Swordsmen in London," featuring David
Woolley and Doug Mumaw.
Even our one day off included an optional
field trip to view the splendid weapons and
armor on display at the Wallace Collection.
Resident armorer and curator of weapons,
David Greg gave us a special guided tour,
pointing out many fascinating details
otherwise easily missed: suits of armor which
reflect the latest fashions of their day, tiny
THE FIGHT MASTER • SUMMER 1995
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marks which reveal a weapon's maker or past
owner, and some very clever forgeries ... or
perhaps just excellent replicas.

An international test

Workshop Staff:
(The 3 "R"s)

Richard Ryan,
Coordinator, with his

assistants, Ricki G. Ravitts
and Mark "Rat" Guinn

For many of the students (and teachers) one
of the unique opportunities offered by the ISCW
was the chance to take the first-ever
International Stage Combat Proficiency Test,
recognized by all three societies. The test
therefore had to satisfy triple requirementsincluding, for example, a written test requested
by the Canadians (which everyone passed). The
test day itself was a grueling one, but no one
died-always a good sign-and a wonderful
variety of work was displayed by beginners and
old-timers alike.
Most fittingly, the after-test party also
displayed an international flair - spontaneous
singing broke out among the revelers, first in
English, then in French, then shifting amazingly

into Maori! Well all right, we didn't begin
spouting Maori chants without some help ...
Tony Wolf, who had traveled all the way from
New Zealand for the workshop (and to get
expert advice on setting up a society back home)
led the way. Apparently Maori sports teams start
their games by taking their shirts off and
performing a traditional war chant to give their
opponents an idea of what to expect. "Everyone
get in a circle," called Tony. We did. "Everyone
take off your shirts!" Some of us stepped out of
the circle. "Now chant after me-" Quite a sight.

Fight Master

David Woolley

INSTRUCTORS
Rapier/Dagger
Jonathan Howell Chair, SBFD
DaYid 'Pops' Doersc:h, asst
Quarterstaff

Drew Fracher - President, 5AFD
I.my Henderson, as1st.,nt

Smallsword
kan-Pierre Fournier - VP, FDC
John Brogan, as1suint

Broadsword

Brad Waller, 5AFD
Bnan Byrnes, assistant

Unarmed
Wolf Christian, SBFD
Mark 'Rat' Guinn, assistant
JourneyPeople
Andrew Fr11Ser

nna Robinson-Hansen
Qene Hussain

Linda McCollum
Ricki G Ravrtts
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BY
MARGARET
RAETHER

On our last night "A Night at Ye Fights"
featured a dozen or so selected test fight scenes
(acrobatically MC'd by Dodger Philips in spite
of a bum knee), followed by a brief ceremony.
The ceremony recognized a variety of
contributions: Jonathan Howell for his vision
and support of the project, Colleen Kelly and
Dale Girard for the best overall scene; Doreen
Bechtol for most improved fighter, and all the
journeymen for vast quantities of blood, sweat
and tears. To which I would add a rousing vote
of thanks to Richard for succeeding so well in
such a challenging venture and to Rat for
keeping all those rowdy fighters in line.
Will there be another International Stage
Combat Workshop? Time will tell when and
where, so keep your passport up to date.

ISCW STAFF

FIGHT

MASTER

AVID WOOLLEY

Final ceremonies

•••
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IN THE LAST ISSUE OF THE FIGHT MASTER,
the spotlight was on a retiring fight master.
This issue focuses on the newest of the nine
SAFD fight masters, David Woolley.
David and his wife, JoAnn, make their
home in Chicago where David is an Artist-inResidence at Columbia College, teaching stage
combat and overseeing violence
for the department. As a freelance fight director, David has
over a hundred theatrical credits.
He also performs in his alterego, Guido Crescendo as one
half of the comedyswashbuckling duo Dirk &
Guido: the Swordsmen!
A global childhood
Woolley was born
Alexandria, Virginia, the son of
Herbert and Margaret Woolley,
and the youngest of six - four
girls and two boys. His father
was an economist whose work
took him around the world in the
United States Diplomatic Corps
as economic advisor to the Kings
of Saudi Arabia and Laos. David
grew up in Westport Connecticut; Riyadh,
Saudi Arabia; Alexandria, Virginia; Vientiane,
Laos; and Potomac, Maryland where his
mother was (and still is) a piano teacher.
A rambunctious child, Woolley began
competitive springboard diving at the age of
nine, coached first by his father and then by
Carl Cox at Montgomery Village Divers. He
competed in AAU and scholastic programs
through his teens, finishing his diving career in
college with a tenth place finish at the National
Junior College Championships.

"My fat her introduced me to swordplay,
bringing home masks, jackets, and foils
for my thirteenth birthday.~
"My father introduced me to swordplay,
bringing home masks, jackets and foils for my
thirteenth birthday," recalls David. (His father
had fenced for Stanford University in 1939.)
David dabbled with fencing at the YMCA for a
few years, but diving was his primary sport.
While in high school, David became interested

in gymnastics and wrestling. But sports (except
for diving) fell by the wayside when he was
bitten by the theatrical bug. Determined to be a
chorus boy, David took singing lessons, ballet,
jazz, and tap classes and began performing in
local musical productions (Mame, Pajama
Game, Shenandoah).
The Windy City
David moved to Chicago in 1978 to attend
the Goodman School of Drama at DePaul
University. While at the Goodman School, he
was introduced to stage combat by Gene
Schuldt, a local actor and fight director. "I
found that I had a knack for hurling bodies
through space in a creative way and that my
previous background served me well. And that
a triple time-step or triple tour en !'air was not
a requirement!" A love affair began.
Graduating in 1981 with a BFA in acting,
Woolley deviated from the traditional route of
young actors. Rather than struggling, David had
a banner year right off. In 1982, he performed
in Class Enemy with the Next Theatre
Company (also staging the fights) which led
directly to being cast in ladies in Waiting
(receiving his Equity Card) and to staging the
fights for David Mamet's play Edmond for the
World and New York premieres.
David was then cast in DungeonMaster:
the Ultimate Role-Playing Falltasy Trip, which
brought him into contact with Bruce A. Young
(a.k.a. "Moose"). Over the next three and a half
years, Moose Productions' DungeonMaster ran
weekly for a total of 107 episodes. Woolley
was assistant director, stage manager, and fight
director (as well as performing!).
Working with the SAFD
The SAFD became part of David's life in
1983 when he attended his first NSCW in
Kentucky, certifying with recommendation as
an actor/combatant. Fresh from the workshop,
Woolley choreographed like mad back in
Chicago: new fights for DungeonMaster each
week, as well as classical theatre with Body
Politic, Oak Park Shakespeare Festival, and
Pegasus Players. In addition, he was acting
with the Drury Lane Children's Theatre five
days a week!
In 1985, David began teaching stage
combat at Columbia College of Chicago. The
philosophy of CCC is that, contrary to George
Bernard Shaw's theory, those who do, teach!
Professionals are encouraged to teach their
specialties there on a part-time basis while
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continuing to practice their craft. David began
with a basic skills class in unarmed and
rapier/dagger. In 1986, he taught two classes at
CCC and staged the violence for Stagestruck!
at Steppenwolf.

The "Memphis Eight"
In 1987, Woolley was a member of the
first teacher training workshop and became
one of the "Memphis Eight," the first SAFD
certified teachers. A not insignificant side
effect of that Memphis NSCW was that David
was nicknamed "Guido" by Drew Fracher, J.R.
Beardsley, and David Boushey. That same
year, David staged his first smallsword duel in
Purloined Poe at Lifeline Theatre.

David Woolley (with the
cocktail waitress on his lap)
mixes with evil companions at
the 1994 NSCW. Clockwise
from top left: Joseph
Martinez, Drew Fracher, J.
Allen Suddeth, Richard
Raether, David Boushey,
David Leong and (being
muffled) J.R. Beardsley.

•

1988 saw Woolley teaching three classes
at CCC (two basic and one advanced class
with certification testing) and choreographing
fourteen productions, including Cymbe/ine for
Shakespeare Rep. He was awarded a special
Joseph Jefferson Award (the "Jeffs" are the
Chicago's equivalent of New York's "Tony"
awards) for Consistent Excellence in Stage
Combat Choreography.

Enter Dirk and Guido (with flourish)
In November of 1988, David got a phone
call that changed his life. It started simply with
fellow SAFD member Douglas Mumaw
calling to say that he was moving to Chicago.
Mumaw took over for Woolley at CCC while
David took the opportunity to teach some
classes at Brandeis in Massachusetts. Upon
returning to Chicago, Mumaw and Woolley
combined poetry and swordplay at the Green
Mill Lounge at an event entitled Mark Smith's
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"Uptown Poetry Slam."Their comedy act,
Dirk and Guido: The Swordsmen! was born in
February of 1989.
The Swordsmen! played at the Green Mill
for three months, won a contest at the Kit Kat
Klub, played at Catch a Rising Star, the Funny
Firm, Second City, and Fitzgerald's and landed
David and Doug a six-week gig at the
Pennsylvania Renaissance Faire. The next year
they performed at two festivals and worked in
Maine with vaudevillian Benny Reehl.

Leading a triple life ...
Most of us have trouble keeping up with
one life, but since 1988, Woolley has juggled a
triple life. One life is that of a freelance fight
director: Fuente Ovehuna at
Court Theater, Phantom (a Jeff
winner) at Candlelight Dinner
Theater, King John and Macbeth
for the Shakespeare Repertory
and an Off-Loop Theatre Award
(1991) for Les Liaisons
Dangereuse at Interplay.
A second academic life casts
David as Artist in Residence at
CCC, teaching three classes and a
large independent study section,
aided by four assistants. Woolley
teaches two fight test classes
each year, with SAFD
proficiency skills tests held in
January and June. He also
continues to oversee violence for
the department's productions.
And finally, for 32 weeks a
year, David morphs into his alterego, Guido Crescendo and hits
the road with Doug Mumaw
performing The Swordsmen!
from Texas to Maine and back.
Obviously not nearly busy enough, David
decided to add a personal life and in 1993, he
married JoAnn Oliver of Waco, Texas (yes,
during the time that the whole Branch
Davidian thing was happening). "The woman
has the patience of a saint!" claims Woolley.
It was with her support that he applied to
up his SAFD status last year and in July, 1994
at the NSCW, David Woolley joined the ranks
of fight masters. Which has meant adding one
more task(s) to his schedule as he flies around
the U.S. to adjudicate fight tests in his spare
time(!) So far in 1995, David has traveled to
Maine, Michigan, London (for the ISCW),
Texas, Nebraska, Kansas, and Louisiana.
David claims that slowing down is a
possibility . .. someday. But in the meantime
he's much too busy and having far too much
fun teaching, choreographing and performing
swordplay for the stage.

•

BY LINDA CARLYLE McCOLLUM

LOOK AT DON PENTECOST'S BOOK ON KNIFE FIGHTING
AT FOLSOM PRISON: PUT 'EM DOWN, TAKE 'EM OUT!
PUT 'EM DOWN, TAKE 'EM OUT! IS DON
Pentecost's book on knife fighting techniques
used at Folsom Prison and it separates fantasy
from reality in revealing aspects of a knife
fight unknown by those who have never been
in a life-or-death situation. His revelations on
the psychology of knife fighting may be of
help to the choreographer and actor/combatant.
Pentecost finds techniques used in knife
fights in film and on television to be ludicrous.
An experienced fighter would never lead with
the knife. He keeps his knife hand close to his
side until his unarmed hand has created an
opening in the opponent's defense. Then, and
only then, is the thrust macte. Slashing or
cutting moves with a semi-extended arm leave
one vulnerable to attack and are not used.

Killing the enemy quickly
The objective of a knife fight is to kill the
"enemy" as quickly as possible. Fighting for
one's life means inflicting as much damage as
possible in the shortest time possible without
injury to oneself. In order to accomplish this
one must never give the opponent a chance to
defend himself, think, or run away.

-;~ =;!::;1 "Once penetration

hand strike, and then follows through with a
knife thrust. There should be no hesitation
between strikes since single blows are easy to
block and don't create openings in the
opponent's defense. A real knife fight is over in
a matter of seconds.
The fighter keeps his eyes on his opponent
at all times. The eyes are a primary target of
empty hand strikes, in order to interfere with
the opponent's vision, forcing him to close his
eyes, lose his balance, or over-react. The
opponent's reaction will create an opening.
Empty-hand strikes should be quick and hard.
After an empty-hand strike (or a convincing
feint), the retracted knife hand thrusts
immediately for the opening.

The primary targets
The opponent's left side is a primary knife
target in a knife fight. First, it is difficult for
the opponent to protect and second, two thirds
of the heart is located on the left side of the
chest. The kidney and lung are also located on
the left side. If one aims for the center of the
chest one is liable to bounce off the sternum.
The neck is another vital target from any angle.
The optimal entrance to the spinal
cord lies at the base of the skull. Sharp
piece of metal through the neck at the
base of the skull is one of the quickest
ways to kill.

is made, the attacker
follows with multiple stabs ... to either
kill or incapacitate the attacker. ~
One never "feels" the opponent out. This
gives the opponent a chance to defend himself.
An opportunity to attack must present itself and
be taken quickly and accurately. Once penetration is made, the attacker follows with multiple
stabs into the victim in order to either kill or
incapacitate the opponent. When finished, the
victor immediately leaves the scene.

The fighter's stance
The stance of the experienced fighter is
solid with the feet about shoulder width apart.
The knees are bent and the torso leans forward
at the waist. The lead hand is extended and
open, ready to strike. The knife hand is held
close to the body so one can't be disarmed
without the opponent coming into striking or
stabbing range.
One never leads with the weapon within
striking range. One leads with the empty-

The single most important factor
When fighting for real is not about
style and technique. Fighting is the
epitome of aggression, and the mental attitude
is the single most important factor in combat.
Ruthless determination and the will to win are
more important than skill. In a fight, mental
attitude is everything.
Just as the ring of steel is expected by
today's audiences, the theatrical slashing with
knives which Pentecost finds so ludicrous, is
also expected for its theatrical excitement. But
just as choreographers have had to alter
historical accuracy in swordplay to make it
work dramatically on the stage, so too have we
altered our expectations of what is a knife
fight. Pentecost's book certainly opens one's
eyes to other possibilities and where the
character fits this action, why not use it?

•
Linda Carlyle McCollum 1s a long-time member of the
SAFD and a former editor of the F1sht Master.
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CHICKEN

OR

THE

EGG?

Fencing vs. Ballet

"To the point"
Modem dualism
he "Deadly
Dance" of
fencing
developed
earlier
than the ballet,
but the two skills,
both prized by the
aristocracy,
blurred together a
bit at the edges.
BY

JAMES R.
GLEICH

THROUGHOUT MY STUDY OF STAGE COMBAT
there has been an on going discussion of the
evolution of fencing and ballet. How did ballet
originate? Was ballet influenced by fencing or
was fencing a discipline that borrowed skills
from ballet? The metaphor that comes to mind
is "which came first, the chicken or the egg?"
Are these two significant moments in
history- the birth of modern fencing and the
birth of modern ballet-just events that
coexisted as two separate art forms within the
same time frame? Or is there a direct correlation between the two?
History of Modern Fencing
From the start of human existence, survival
stemmed from being the victor over given
stimuli. The stimuli may have been hunger, the
elements, nature or human aggression.
According to Charles Darwin, survival goes to
the fittest. As humans evolved, they fashioned
crude weapons from sticks, rocks and bones.
These inventions eventually, over time, yielded
swords. As weapons developed, humans
created techniques to manipulate them in a
manner that would ensure survival in a battle
or in the hunt.
Eventually, people developed specific
styles and rituals that were closely related to
their weapons. These rituals and styles were
passed down from one generation to the next.
Many of these lessons went undocumented, in
Europe, until 1471 in Spain (Alaux, 1975).

..... fencing masters had to document a
methodical classification of attacks and
parries. This lead to the development of
choreography and is why fencing was
referred to as a 'Deadly Dance.' "

•

According to Alaux, "Although fencing
schools may have developed much earlier in
India (mention is made in sacred books of
Brahms teaching fencing in public places) ...
Modern fencing was born in Spain."
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The first books on the topic were published
by Sierge de Valera (1471) and by two fencing
masters, Pons from Perigan and Pedro de Torre
(1474). These books were concerned with the
study of rapier fighting.
One of the early books written about
fencing ( 1553) was based on the fencing style
of "Agrippa," which introduced the reader to
the first four fencing positions (Prime, Second,
Tierce and Quarte). Please note the similarity
to the language found in ballet. A little later,
(1575), fencing masters Grassi and Yigani
describes the lunge. This word also appears in
the ballet language.
Footsteps embedded in the floor
An excellent example of the complexity of
movement found in fencing is supplied by
Arthur Wise's book, The Art and History of
Personal Combat in the rapier chapter. These
diagrams feature the original Spanish style of
rapier fighting. An interesting aspect of the
diagram is that these were embedded in the
floor of the fencing academy where students
were expected to trace their steps and moves
according to the prescribed steps. The class
structure was very orderly and demanded the
absolute attention of the students.
Modern fencing moved from Spain to Italy
and France during this time in history (15501567). Fencing masters from these countries
fought vigorously to control the student market
of Europe. Each master believed that their style
was superior to all others.
In I 567, the French fencing academy was
recognized by "lettre de patente" from King
Charles IX (son of Catherine de Medici). The
Italian Catherine de Medici imported fencing
masters from Italy to help develop fencing in
France. As part of this development, fencing
masters had to document a methodical classification of attacks and parries. This lead to the
development of choreography and is why
fencing was referred to as a "Deadly Dance."
History of Modem Ballet
Dance is rooted in human existence ever
since the first expression of emotions. Dance
movements developed from gatherings and

celebrations around social fires. These dances,
although not called dances until much later,
were passed on from generation to generation
through teaching and mimicry. Dance is found
in almost every culture throughout the world.
Ballet as we know it, did not develop until
the latter portion of the sixteenth century in
Italy. This is the first recorded event of dances
being referred to as "balletti." The term meant
"a figure dance, a composition characterized by
the arrangement of performers in a sequence of
changing floor patterns" (Cohen, 6-7).
"Bassa danza" and "ballo"
These balletti were staged versions of
social dances of the day; some of them
originated in the protocol of court etiquette.
Others stemmed from the rough and hearty
pleasures of peasants. From these influences
came two styles of balletti. The first was the
"bassa danza" which was characterized by
slow, solemn and dignified movements with
the feet kept close to the ground. The other
style was "hallo", which was a lively stately
walking where feet were raised off the ground.
The root "hallo" is found in the fencing
term "ballestra." This a lively explosive move
where both feet are lifted off the ground in a
forward motion. Both styles of balletti were
arranged in couples or lines. This formal
arrangement is also found in the fencing
academies.
The five ballet positions
During the year 1588, one
publication revolutionized the
ballet movement. The
"orchesographie" by Jehan
Tabourot, who wrote under
the pseudonym of
Thoinot Arbeau,
provided the first
specific definitions
of the proper
placement of the
dancer's feet at the
beginning of each step.
These became the basis for
the first five positions of
classical ballet.
Unlike positions in
fencing, these positions were
not identified by numbers; they
were identified by a
descriptive name: "pieds
joints, pieds largis and pieds
obliques." They illustrated
the foot position pointing
away from the body in a
natural stature.
According to Martin's
book Introduction to
the Dance ( 1965),

these five positions were influenced by the
popularization of opera in Italy. In order for
singers to be heard, they needed to face out
toward the audience. A strong influence in the
movement was a Frenchman, Jean-Baptise
Lully, the director of Louis XIV's musicians.
Lully combined the Italian operas and the
French ballet into a new and dynamic art form.
Another key, although indirect, figure in
the development of the classic foot positions
was Cardinal Richelieu (Martin, 180). In 1671,
the cardif\al had a stage built for the Royal
Academ~ of Dance. The stage was framed by a
large pro-
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Both ballet and fencing became
fashionable skills to study, although
• fed fOthe arzS
• fOCracy. "
reS trlC

audience was
seated right
up to the
stage, leaving very little area for the performers.
Dancers were forced to restrict their movements
to primarily lateral directions and closed spins.
This helped develop the turned out hip socket,
a major characteristic of both ballet and fencing.
Both ballet and fencing became
fashionable skills to study, although
restricted to the aristocracy. This is were
the blending of the two skills took place.

Similarities of fencing and ballet
Sons of the aristocracy were expected
to study various disciplines
including ballet, chess, tennis
and horsemanship. All of
these had a profound effect
on the education of the young
minds of Europe. Each
discipline influenced the
tactical military minds
of
- - . • :) .J
the
~/
-~

---~-c_~1

individuals who studied them.
As these disciplines
were studied, the physical
techniques began to blend.
Key elements were adopted
from each other to form
hybrids. For example, the
fencer adopted the hip
turn out. This presented
less of a target for the
opponent to aim for
during a duel. This
hybrid gradually
spread throughout
Europe as
individuals
branched
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away from their masters, starting schools of
their own. For the ballet dancer, vocabulary
was adopted from the fencers to help describe
the movements of the legs in relation to the
body. Words such as coupe, disengage, lunge
and beat were borrowed. Although these
words have the same base structure in the
French language, they have different meanings
for the fencer and ballet dancer of today.

I

I,

each other into the forms we are familiar with
today. The general chronology goes something
like the following:

2) Modern ballet began in France during 1588.
3) Fencing and ballet were taught only to the
aristocracy.

5) Ballet and fencing
shared skills and
language through
the individuals
who studied both.

Even though the
similarities of ballet
and fencing are
overwhelming, both
have very distinct
origins. It is easy to
see how people
confuse the origins
of ballet and fencing
due to their historical
------------ --· ···-·· closeness. But their
. ·--- - - - - - - - - - - · --------=.=..--=-:.·.:_-~7.:-_·=:.::.::-:..:.::=;..~---individual timelines
This illustration depicts
can
be
traced
very
easily.
Then, at a key point
The effects of ballet
the aristocracy dutifully
in
their
separate
histories,
the two skills
Historically, it is evident that ballet affected
studying both fencing
and dancing, both
blended within society and for a brief moment
weapons usage throughout Europe. During the
fashionable
shared and influenced each other, producing
"transition period" of weaponry (early to midaccomplishments.
this "Modem Dualism."
l 700s) swordplay changed from rapiers to
smallswords. Smallswords. were lighter and
more delicate than the rapier, requiring finer
James Gleich is a New York-based member of the SAFD.
control and precision - skills refined by the
study of the ballet. Remove the weapon from a
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A symbiotic relationship ...
Throughout the course of history, fencing
and ballet have intertwined and shared aspects
of their disciplines with each other. This does
not mean that one skill developed from the
other. Instead, there was an almost symbiotic
relationship between the two disciplines. Each
skill assisted the other as a result of their time
and location. They helped to mold and temper
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Incorporated, Brooklyn, NY
Ptak, A. (1984 ), Ballet Book, Key Porter Books, Toronto, Canada
Wise, A. (1974 ), Mand Histo,y of Personal Combdt, Arma
Press, Greenwich, Conn.
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In Search
ofthe
Woman Warrior

1 ) Modern fencing started in Spain during the
year 1471.

4) Ballet developed
as a side effect of
opera's
popularity. The
classic turned-out
position sterns
from the need to
face the audience
during lateral
movement.

FEMALE

he female
warrior
appears m
legend in
four very
distinct personae,
as does her male
counterpart.
Which are you?
BY
RICHARD
LANE
AND
JAY WURTZ

WOMEN IN FOXHOLES, BOARDROOMS, AND
bedrooms: who does what and who decides? ls
a husband's helpmate always the feminist's
Uncle Tom?
These aren't idle questions. Every woman
confronts them, especially the most important
question of all: who is the woman in the mirror
- slave to biology or free actor on life's stage?
Does her path to fulfillment lie outward through
a male-dominated society, or inward toward
some purely feminine goal?
When we began our research into Western
warrior traditions, these questions bothered us,
too. History and legend, from ice age anthropology, Greek myth, and the tales of King
Arthur to the memoirs of modem soldiers all
delve deeply into the psychology of male
warriors. (See sidebar on page 22.) Female
warriors are strangely absent, or depicted in
such bizarre and distorted ways that we
couldn't help thinking that too much of their
story was missing. So began a search for the
woman warrior: Where was she? Who was
she? And what is her role today?

Warriors Are Spiritual People
In Western culture, war has always been a
metaphor for other kinds of struggle. For
example, in ice-age Europe, the awesome cave
bear was one of the earliest objects of religious
feeling. Men fought bears for living space then
gave thanks to animistic gods for victory. When
men fought men, this spiritual connection
continued, developing into the warrior cult.
(The name Arthur, in fact, is related to the
constellation Arcturus, the "bear watcher".)
Women, often depicted hunting alongside
men in cave paintings, worshiped not the bear,
but the cave from which it came - the
primordial Great Mother: the earth itself source of all life. From prehistoric times to the
present, we sense in the warrior's tale a metaphor
for life and the search for a higher purpose.
The Battle of the Sexes Begins
Thousands of years B.C., our ancestors
made a fateful choice. Archeological evidence
shows that a highly developed matriarchal
culture had spread from the Inda-Aryan tribes
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of Central Asia to the area around the Black
Sea. Here, it collided with a fledgling, preClassical, and stolidly patriarchal Greece.
At first, the Greeks didn't know what to
make of a society in which the "natural order"
of things (men on top) had been inverted. To
counter this scary prospect and make sure no
right-thinking Greek ever toyed with women's
lib, an elaborate mythology was devised,
called the Amazonomachy, or war between the
Greeks and "Amazons"-the name they gave
the women in such matriarchal societies. These
stories make fascinating reading, not only as
ancient records, but for the striking modernity
of their images:

" ... an elaborate mythology was devised,
called the Amazonomachy, or war
between the Greeks and 'Amazons' ... "
•

•

•

•

•

•
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The name itself derives from the Greek a
mozos, or "woman without a breast"-an
obvious attempt to monsterize what for the
patriarchs was a very ugly idea.
The Amazons' favorite weapon was not
the sword of "civilized men" but the
barbarian's axe-a fearsome weapon of
amputation whose symbolism was not lost
on ancient patriarchs.
Amazons could only be defeated by the
greatest Greek heroes, men like Hercules,
Theseus, and Achilles-even Alexander
the Great was given his own Amazonian
myth. Thus the Greeks gave such strongminded women the highest compliment:
mastery of an Amazon was the stamp of
validation for any man who would become
more than himself.
Amazons always occupied lands that were
"just beyond" the fringe of the known
world. Originally, this was Asia Minor, but
in later centuries it included Germany,
Scandinavia, and even South America
(hence the name of the famous river).
Psychologically, this cast Amazons as the
"alien other"-liminal figures hovering at
the edge of male consciousness,
threatening constantly to sweep patriarchal
civilization back into the void of chaosthe dark pit of the cave bear-from which
it came.
Amazons were depicted as followers of
Artemis, moon worshipping goddess of the
hunt. This seems logical considering the
Amazon's "mannish" traits, but they also
worshiped Astrea, goddess of liberty and
justice-ideals the patriarchs held sacred
and were unlikely to assign to "alien
others." One explanation for this apparent
SUMMER 1995

contradiction is that Astrea was descended
from Themis, goddess of order. The
ancient patriarchs may have meant this
literally, that such Amazons represented a
descent from order, in other words: chaos.
Such elaborate metaphorical puns are not
unknown in mythology, or in dreams.

MALE MODELS OF THE WESTERN WARRIOR

Among all Western warrior myths, the Arthurian
legend5 are the most complete and directly
linked to our paleolithic end pre-Christian past:

THE GAWAIN WARRIOR TYPI
Sir Gewain personified the primordial male
warrior spirit: fearless, brutal, jealous, proud,
and ashamed of his own feminine side. In the
epic "Gawain and the Green Knight,• for
example we see unmistakeble shadows of the
primeval Great Mother and animism that predated Celtic mythology.

THE LANCELOT WARRIOR TYPI
Personification of the European nobleman's role
ln feudal society, Lancelot was the "clvlllzing
knight" who combined courtly manners with the
traditional warrior virtues. In Lancelot, we first
see that warriors do not need war to fulfill their
social function.

THE GALUIAD WARRIOR TYPI
Galahad was a creation of Medieval Catholics
who sought to imbue In the Gawain-type
warrior the spiritual qualitles needed to protect
the church. Galahad thereafter became the
model for all warriors who put personal beliefs
ahead of duty to king and country.

THE ARTHUR WARRIOR TYPI
Based on Arturus, a fourth century Romantrained general who defended Britain from
barbarian invasion, the mythical King Arthur Is a
Christ-like, Buddha-like figure who represents
the culmination of the Western knight's spiritual
quest.
When we transposed this "Arthurian system"
from the high plane of metaphor to the more
mundane fields of psychology and sociology, an
astonishing picture emerged: a model for the
spiritual growth of the male Western warrior
from the primitive Gawein, forced by the trauma
of civilizatlon to choose one of two pathsouter-directed, like Lancelot; or Inner-directed,
like Galahad-to find the "grail" of a fully mature
and integrated personality in the Arthur figure.
Does such a model for spiritual growth exist
for the Western woman warrior?
clvlllzatlon to choose one of two paths--outerdirected, like Lancelot; or inner-directed, like
Galahad-to find the "grail" of a fully mature and
integrated personality in the Arthur figure.
Does such a model for spiritual growth exist
for the Western woman warrior?

The Virgin-Mother Warrior
Amazon stories persisted throughout the
Middle Ages and into modern times, becoming
more fabulist and extravagant. Queen Califia,
an Amazon ruling a distant, mythical empire
called "California," was seen riding a Griffon
to aid non-Christian Turks in the siege of
Constantinople. Nineteenth century playwright
Henrich von Kleist depicted Amazons as
studded-leather cannibals in his retelling of the
Trojan War. By the Victorian era, these AlienOther women were little more than
werewolves.
Revulsion over this prolonged rape of the
female psyche suggested to kinder, gentler
patriarchs a new way to keep women warriors
in their place. When they combined the
Christian metaphor of virgin birth with
classical notions of truth and beauty, the
Virgin-Mother warriors (as we call them) were
born. These "anti-Amazons" had a new set of
useful characteristics:

•

•

Virgin-Mother warriors could be either
perfect Madonnas or perfect whores (and
were sometimes both) because either role
was acceptable in male-dominated culture.
That's why Joan of Arc and Cleopatra, two
classic anti-Amazons, can share a locker
without blushing. One was aescetic and
untouchable, serving the needs of a patriarchal church. The other was hardly virginal,
but as queen of Egypt was of great value to
a succession of Roman conquerors.
The Virgin-Mother warriors came not from
the margins of civilization, like the AlienOther Amazons, but from its center. Eleanor
of Aquitaine (who rode in the crusades)
was related to English and French royalty,
just as Saint Joan was most likely cousin to
the Duke of Orleans. Such women did not
seek to subvert male power, but to enjoy its
rewards or use it to their own ends. They
were, in short, honorary men - warriorheroes no different from Homeric Greeks
or Arthurian knights other than the small
matter of biology.

The Celtic Woman Warriors
As the torch of Western civilization passed
from classical paganism to Christianity in the
Mediterranean, descendants of ice-age animists
continued to develop warrior myths to serve
the needs of pre-Roman Europe.
The primordial Celtic war queen was
Morrigu, who occupied a niche in Celtic

culture similar to Pallas Athena of Greece and
Rome's Minerva- androgynous warriorgoddesses. Like the Amazons, Morrigu
worshiped the moon (as opposed to the
Apollonian sun which patriarchs preferred) and
like the Scandinavian and German Valkyrie,
gathered heroes after death. In Arthurian tales,
Morrigu appears as a totemic black raven just
as she reappears a thousand years later in
Edgar Allan Poe's dark poem, The Raven,
nesting symbolically atop Athena's statue.
Again, patriarchal culture pays the ultimate
compliment to a strong female personality: it is
she who validates male heroes. In Morrigu's
myth, the magic sword Excalibur, symbol of
Celtic unity, first appears not in the hands of
Arthur, but in those of the Amazon Scatha.

" ... two of the Western world's most
famous male warriors unashamedly
learned their craft from a woman! "
From her it passes to the Lady of the Lake,
who was Arthur's and Lancelot's teacher.
Thus, two of the Western world's most famous
male warriors unashamedly learned their craft
from a woman!
Morrigu personifies what must have been
the primordial woman warrior spirit: ruler of
an unfathomable universe where men are as
power-less as infants. From her, and her
Mediterranean counterpart Athena, both
Amazon and the anti-Amazon were born.

Duality in the Woman Warrior Spirit
Until Elizabethan times, no one story
combined both Alien-Other and Virgin-Mother
warriors, let alone the Morrigu-Athena figure,
in a single tale. Then came Edmund Spenser's
16th Century epic poem, The Fairie Queene.
Ostensibly, this is a romance about
Britomart, a chaste female knight, and
Artegall, the Lancelot-like knight who loves
her. Actually, it chronicles the contest between
Britomart and Radigund - the unrepentant
Amazon who captures Artegall - for
possession of the female soul.
The story reveals many subliminal hints as
to the psychological and cultural origins of
Spenser's heroines. He finally has them meet
in a climactic duel in which the Virgin-Mother
Brito mart (literally, defender of the male power
structure) defeats Alien-Other Radigund whose
combat style Spenser likens to "a raging bear."
For the modem reader, what Spenser
meant to be a rousing victory for civilization
feels more like sororicide - the murder of a
sister. Radigund is not so much killed as she is
exorcised from the female psyche, to dwell forever in deep caverns where the light of Apollo
can never shine: the domain of matriarchy.
THE FIGHT MASTER •
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The duel between Britomart and Radigund
personifies the duality of the woman warrior's
spirit. Once she escapes the protective womb
of Morrigu and confronts the patriarchal world,
she must choose either an outward-directed
path into the world of men, to conquer and
coexist; or tum inward on a female-centered
quest that only women can understand.

A woman warrior of
the Civil War era, Kady
Brownell followed her
husband into the army,
proving to be the most
accurate marksman in
the regiment.

•

The Transcendental Woman Warrior
Can the two halves of the female warrior's
psyche ever be reunited? Does a female "Arthur
figure" exist in history or myth?
We believe she does.
Just as Arthur was both a historical and
mythical figure, so a real woman warrior,
Boadicea, Queen of the lcini, led her tribe in
epic revolt against Rome and entered mythology
as the "Mother of
Modern Britain."
First, she was an
hereditary Celtic
queen, which by itself
draws on roots deep in
the animistic past.
Second, she rose
to the throne when her
father died - a royal
vassal in the client
states that sustained
the Roman empire. In
this way, she was a
Britomart: a defender
and beneficiary of the
male-dominated world
order.
However, in the
course of her ill-fated
rebellion against her
masters, she revealed
herself a ruthless
fighter whose desire to
wipe out all vestiges of
Roman rule shocked
many of her followers.
She became, in short,
an Amazonish "raging
bear" whom even
Radigund would have
admired.
Thus, in one female
figure a reunification
of both Amazon and
anti-Amazon. Torn
asunder by the stress
of patriarchal rule, this
"daughter of Morrigu"
added the outerdirected skills of a
Britomart to the inner
strength of a Radigund
to transcend her time
and place.
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Boadicea became for many women the
spiritual culmination of a long line of female
warriors and an aspirational archetype for
those who would come after. Depicted
graphically, these relationships among the four
types of women warriors we discovered
matches closely the male warrior hierarchy:

The primordial spirit of Morrigu represents
the first break from slavery to biology and
patriarchy, allowing women to struggle for
freedom and self-realization on a level equal to
men - the first true Western women warriors.
The second level depicts the eternal
struggle between Amazon (the Alien-Other,
Radigund) and anti-Amazon (the VirginMother, Britomart) for possession of the
female warrior's soul.
The apex re-integrating these essential but
contrasting halves of the female warrior's
psyche is the spirit of Boadicea who, like
Arthur, becomes both savior and destroyer of
worlds.

Who are the Modem Woman Warriors?
When male and female warrior traditions
are depicted as a single human spiritual
hierarchy, both the similarities and differences
are apparent. For men, it is a warrior's quest
for spiritual enlightenment - a search for the
"antidote" to material civilization. For women,
the climb up the hierarchy seems to represent
the quest for liberation, ending in a form of
matriarchal self-determination that, while
acknowledging the role of men, remains the
truest justice a woman can know. The paths for
men and women warriors are the same, the
goals are very different.
Freedom from Cares, Desires, Domination

Paganism

Great Mother

Slavery to Passions, Instincts, Others

Type I - The Primordial Warriors
Modem Gawains and Morrigus are driven to
high achievement, even if those achievements
are not acknowledged. They demand sacrifices
of themselves and the people around them.
They may not demonstrate their feelings, but
those feelings often run deep. In short, Type I
warriors are courageous, hard-working, nocompromise achievers - sometimes viewed as
frustrated perfectionists. Tragic flaws sometimes
prevent them from completing the great tasks
they undertake. Gawains are common in drama
(Hamlet and MacBeth). Historical Gawains
include Alexander the Great, Henry Ford, and
Napoleon. Legendary Morrigu figures include
Tristram's lover, Isolde and "first women" like
Eve and Pandora. Real-life Morrigus include
birth control activist Margaret Sanger and
India's prime minister, Indira Gandhi.
Type II - Outward Questing Warriors
Lancelots and Britomarts are creations and
beneficiaries of mainstream Western culture.
They are joiners who fit any organization well
and share a thirst for power and achievement,
as well as doing the right thing. They are the
most reliable of all warriors. U.S. Presidents
Teddy and Franklin Roosevelt are examples of
historical Lancelots. Britomarts range from the
Biblical Judith and Guinevere to Columbus'
Queen Isabella, England's Elizabeth I, and
Mary, Queen of Scots. Modern Virgin-Mother
warriors include Mata Hari, Margaret Thatcher,
and fictional heroines like Scarlet O'Hara,
Geena Davis's character, Louise, in the film
Thelma and Louise, and pop star Madonna - a
Britomart disguised as a Radigund!
Type Ill - Outward Questing Warriors
When Type I or Type II warriors venture
from their safe castles, they enter the swamps,
forests, wastelands, and craggy mountains of
the Galahads and Radigunds. While Type lls
seek fulfillment through others, Type Ills prefer
to make their quest alone. Like Galahad, they
possess a serious nature and like Radigund, a
silent rage against the conventions that imprison
them. More aware of human failings, they look
for salvation outside the existing social system.
Searching for alternatives, Type Ills often
pursue solitary professions - although they work
well with others when they feel the "crusade" is
worth it. They're drawn to humanitarian causes
where individuality counts more than teamwork.
In short, they live their lives on unconventional
terms. Galahads include truculent iconoclasts
Martin Luther, Beethoven, and Oliver Cromwell.
Radigunds include mythical figures like Morgan
Le Fay (mother of Mordred in the Arthur legend)
and historical women like Catherine the Great
and Empress Maria Theresa. Modem Radigunds
include Bonnie Parker, Susan Sarandon's character, Thelma, in Thelma and Louise, and a
number of women in the lesbian movement.

Type IV - Transcendental Warriors
Type IV warriors never announce themselves
since myth requires them to be proclaimed by
others, as it was for Jesus (the Christ), Prince
Siddhartha (the Buddha), as well as Arthur (the
"once and future" king) and Boadicea (called
"liberator" by the Britons). Type IVs are seldom
preoccupied by problems and desires and often
seem "above it all" mentally and emotionally.
They have compassion not only for victims but
for victimizers as well - a matter-of-fact acceptance of good and evil that astonishes others.
Although Type IVs are sometimes leaders,
their leadership is often moral and informal
(their crowns are of laurel rather than gold).
Above all, Type IVs are valued more for what
they represent or inspire than for what they do.
Historical Arthurs include Washington,
Lincoln, Italy's Garibaldi, and South
America's Simon Bolivar, as well as modern
Arthurs like Gorbachev and Churchill.
Boadiceas include the quasi-historical
"Amazon" Queen Thalestris of Hyrcania (who
chose Alexander the Great to sire her daughter
and heir), modem "warrior queen" Golda
Meir, and (arguably) feminist Gloria Steinem.
Which Warrior Type Are You?
For men, the way of the Western warrior
has always been one of realizing their place in
society. For women, it has usually been a way
to overcome it.
Although each warrior type is a distillation
of male and female qualities observed by
myth-makers, storytellers, and historians, we
believe a little of each type inhabits us all,
although at any given stage of life, conscious
decisions and unconscious needs will be
governed by one archetype or another.
No one is "all Gawain" or "all Radigund" and least of all "all Arthur" or "all Boadicea."
If anything, we add the armor of one warrior
type as we move to another - now turning
outward, now turning inward for answers gaining strength, and insight along the way.
Eventually, we approach the person we
were meant to be. As Claremont professor
Norma Lorre Goodrich writes:
She too may be or must be a warrior ... In danger
she must transcend ordinary behavior and show a
gay indifference to peril, bright mettle and spirit
... She must have proven fearless before strictures
which she has adjudged unfair or wrong. She
must have scorned blind fortune and any hostile
gods .•. Being born also to mother a child, all
heroines must demonstrate that ... they endure;
they survive.
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IS EXUBERANT PANACHE SET THE TONE FOR
EVERY SWASHBUCKLING ACTOR THAT FOLLOWED

BY
MARGARET
RAETHER

Born in Colorado in 1883, Douglas Fairbanks
was the second son of H. Charles Ulman, a
prominent New York lawyer who married Ella
Adelaide Fairbanks, a New Orleans widow.
They relocated to Colorado where Charles
pursued gold with disastrous results. When
Douglas was five years old, Charles departed
to work on Benjamin Harrison's presidential
campaign. He never returned. Douglas' mother
changed the family name
to that of her first
husband and
raised their two
sons alone.
Abom
show-off•••
Young
Doug tried his
mother's patience
with his love of
pranks, usually ones
that involved
physical daring.
Trying her best
to channel
Douglas' natural
tendency to
show off, she
enrolled him in
acting class. Thi
was all too
successful
as Doug
left
East
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Denver High School at 16 to join touring star
Frederic Warde's Shakespearean company.
Over the next 14 years, Fairbanks established
himself as one of the theater's best light
leading men with a solid career on broadway
in a series of polite comedies. During that time
he wooed and married Beth Sully, daughter of
"the Cotton King." Their son, Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr. was born in 1909.
Heading for Hollywood...
In 1915, Douglas Fairbanks, like many
another other stage actor, decided to try his
luck in the new medium and signed a contract
to appear in films. He ended up at Triangle
Productions, the home of D.W. Griffith who
was so irked by the high-spirited Fairbanks, he
once told Doug that the only movie career he'd
ever achieve would be with Mack Sennet.
Finally, Fairbanks made his screen debut
in a western comedy, The lamb. His son
recalls visiting the set at age six and being in
awe of the cowboys, who weren't actors
wearing costumes, but real range riders
wearing their own clothes and doing their own
stunts. His father was equally fascinated
Stardom ...

The lamb was an unqualified success and
in the next five years, Fairbanks made 23
pictures, changing his status from reliable
leading man to superstar. In 1918, he toured
with Charles Chaplin and Mary Pickford
selling liberty bonds. By then his affair with
Pickford had probably been going on for about
two years. In December of that year, his first
marriage ended in divorce.
Doug and Mary
By 1919, Fairbanks was the number one
male box office attraction, and, d~spite
repeated denials from everyone involved,
seemed shortly destined to marry the number
one female favorite. By Spring of 1920, Doug
had persuaded Mary to obtain a Reno divorce
from her first husband and they were married.
Their three-month honeymoon in Europe saw
them mobbed by delirious fans at every turn.
One significant result of their trip sprang
from Mary's reading material. It was a story
submitted to her husband and, based on her
recommendation (Doug didn't bother to

•
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read the story himself), Fairbanks cabled home
to being building sets and sewing costumes.
The property was entitled The Mark of Zorro.

Returning to Spanish
California, Fairbanks as
Don Q, Son of Zorro.

Birth of a Swashbuckler••.
Fairbanks was not entirely certain
whether his public would accept him in
costume drama. Hedging his bets, he released
a modern comedy, The Nut, shortly after.
Zorro was a smash; The Nut was a flop, and
the die was cast. The first great screen
swashbuckler set the mold for all those who
would follow him.
FAIRBANKS SWASHBUCKLERS

The Mark of Zorro
1920
Director: Fred Niblo

Costume pictures were considered a dubious
financial risk since the failure of Griffith's
Intolerance four years before and the
conventional wisdom was that Fairbanks
was crazy to break with the tried-andtrue formula comedies that had
made him a star. In spite of, or
perhaps because of, these
doubts, Fairbanks took
charge of every
aspect of the
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production. He himself, under the name of Elton
Thomas, wrote the screen adaptation of Johnston
McCulley's novel, which mixed Robin Hood
with the Scarlet Pimpernel and set the tale in
Spanish California. By day, Diego is a hope~ess
fop, the despair of his powerful father. By ~•ght,
he is the masked bandito, El Zorro, who strikes a
blow against tyranny with the sign of the Z.

The Three Musketeers
1921
Director, Fred N1blo

Fairbanks had loved this story since childhood
and it grew into the grandest production he'd yet
attempted. One of his first moves as producer
was to hire Professor H.J. Uyttenhove, former
world's champion fencer to coach the entire cast
in fencing . One of D' artagnan' s more notable
moves is Doug's one-handed handspring over
his prone opponent while clutching his sword in
his free hand. Adolphe Menjou made his first
real success in films as Louis XIII in this film.

Robin Hood
1922
Director: Allan Dwan

Initially reluctant to play the hero of
Sherwood Forest, Doug was
seduced by an archery
set that was a gift
from canny
friends. The colossal
scale of the sets was his
idea but when Fairbanks
returned from a European vacation to
see the astounding castle built by art
director Wilfred Buckland, he was not
only awed, he was dismayed. "I can't
compete with that," he told the director.
But, of course, he did. Alan Hale was cast as
Little John, a role he would repeat 17 years later
with Errol Flynn.
Although it was widely reported and
believed that Fairbanks did all his own stunts,
the studio quietly employed uncredited stuntmen
for anything they considered too risky. Doug ~id
a great many of his own stunts, however, and 1t
was during the filming of Robin Hood that he
pulled off one of his best practical jokes. H~ had
the makeup man disguise his appearance slightly
and reported to the set for work as a stunt double.
Fairbanks scaled the castle wall in one take.
Later, disguise abandoned, he joined the director
to watch the dailies, blithely agreeing with the
director that the audience would never be able to
tell that the stunt was performed by a double.
Among other famous stunts in Robin Hood
is the scene where Doug, cornered on a balcony,
seizes a huge drape that trails to the floor and
swoops down it to safety. He was aided by a
child's slide hidden in the folds.

The Thief of Bagdad
1924
Director: Raoul Walsh

Determined to top himself again (certainly no
one else could) Fairbanks again wrote the
script (as Elton Thomas) for this Arabian
Nights fantasy. The magnificent sets were by
William Cameron Menzies, who would later
do Gone With The Wind. The film is filled with
special effects that hold up surprisingly well 70
years later: the magic rope, the flying carpet,
the winged horse, the Cloak of Invisibility, the
undersea kingdom, the dragon (a crocodile
with paper mache horns shot at six feet spliced
together with film of Doug shot at 20 feet).

not be
able
to

Don Q, Son of Zorro
1925
Director: Donald Crisp

This sequel featured Doug in two roles, as
Zorro (thirty years following the first story)
and his son, Don Cesar de Vega. Don Cesar is
in Spain when he meets Dolores (a very young
Mary Astor) and is smitten.
Swordplay abounds, of course, but there is
also some very memorable work involving an
Australian stock whip which is used to disarm
an enemy swordsman, to put out a candle, to
slice a marriage contract into two pieces, to
break a bottle, to capture a wild bull, to snap a
cigarette from the villain's mouth, to bring
down and tie up another villain, and to use as a
swing to mount a dungeon wall and escape.

The Black Pirate

play
young, adventurous
leading men forever.
Never a big fan of
harsh reality, all this talk
about age didn't sit well with
Fairbanks. The gimmick to watch
for in this movie is the use of the boleadoras,
or bolas, used by the Argentine cowboy. Elton
Thomas' script featured a cameo by Mary
Pickford as Our Lady of the Miracle.

The Iron Mask
1929

1926

Director Allan Dwan

Director, Albert Parker

Doug, like Chaplin, tried to buck the talkies
and continued to release silent films . This is
his last. Returning as D'artagnan, Fairbanks
made this his swan song at the age of 46. Script
by Elton Thomas. Originally shown with
spoken prologue and epilogue by Fairbanks.

From a story by Elton Thomas. Fairbanks had
become fascinated with a new process called
Technicolor. Free from pageantry (Robin
Hood) and special effects (Thief of Bagdad)
the emphasis in this pirate saga is on action,
including the famous stunt in which the hero,
Michel, descends from the heights of the ship's
rigging by digging a knife into the sails and
slashing them from top to bottom as he rides
down to the deck below. This was actually
dreamed up and engineered by Fairbanks'
brother, Robert, as were many of his most
famous stunts and effects.
The Black Pirate was one of the first films
shot in a new process called Technicolor that
fascinated Doug. Unfortunately, only black
and white prints have survived.

The Gaucho
1927
Director: Fred N1blo

A moody piece that was less successful than
Doug's early vehicles. It was the first film in
which Fairbanks permitted his character to age.

Fairbanks at his most
impudent and charming,
as The Thief of Bagdad.
Here, he clutches his
stolen breakfast and
taunts the city guards
below. Disney modeled
their "street rat" Aladdin
after Fairbanks' Thief.

The Taming of the Shrew
1929
Director: Sam Taylor

Doug and Mary in their first co-starring roles,
and in a talkie! The failure of this film did not
reassure either of them about their futures. This
movie is best remembered for its laughable
screen credit, "The Taming of the Shrew, by
William Shakespeare. Additional Dialogue by
Sam Taylor." Doug and Mary's first big flop.
Doug would make only two more talkies and a
travelogue. His fairy tale marriage crumbled
and other actors carried on the traditions of the
movie swashbuckler. Douglas Fairbanks died
in his sleep in 1939.
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Opinions expressed in "The
Pen and the Sword" are those of
the reviewer and may not reflect
the opinion of the Society of
American F19ht Directors

COMBAT-WORTHY RAPIERS, DAGGERS, SMALLSWORVS, ANV BROAVSWORVS

BY
DALE
ANTHONY
GERARD

LOOK AT A FACSIMILE OF FIVE BOOKS ON FENCING
AND DUELING WRITTEN IN THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY

THREE ELIZABETHAN
FENCING MANUALS
by James L. Jackson

Delmar, New York, Scholars'
Facsimiles and Reprints, 1972,
(ISBN 0-8201-1107-41) $75.00.
A collecting of five Elizabethan
manuscripts concerning fencing and
dueling, comprising 634 pages of text.

DUE TO THE SCOPE OF JACKSON'S
Three Elizabethan Fencing Manuals, "The
Pen and the Sword" has divided the review of
the volume into two parts. In the last issue of
the Fight Master, Part I looked at the entirety
of Jackson's volume and the first two books
contained in his text, Giacomo di Grassi's His
True Arte of Defence (1594) and Vincentio
Saviolo's first book The use of the Rapier and
Dagger (1595).
"The Pen and the Sword" now continues
the review of Jackson's volume. Part II will
look at the remaining three works contained in
"Three Elizabethan;" Vincentio Saviolo's
second book Of Honour and Honourable
Quarrels (1594/95) as well as George Silver's
two manuscripts, Paradoxe of Defe11ce ( 1599)
and Brief Instructions upo11 My Paradoxes of
Defe11ce (c. 1600)
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Saviolo, Vincentio

Of Honour and Honourable Quarrels
London: John Wolff, Printer 1594.
[ Book II: 17 4 pages of text; 2 page
preface; 0 illustrations.]
[MF - Early English Books 1475-1640,
University Microfilms International, 300
N. Zeeb Rd., Ann Arbor, Ml 48106]

Although there is a similarity in theme
between Saviolo's first and second book, the
two parts of his volumes differ markedly. The
dialogue form of the first book is set aside for
a slightly disjointed discourse on points of
honor and gentlemanly conduct in civil
conflict. This difference is due, in part, to the
fact that Saviola actually wrote the first book
himself and that the second is an adaptation of
Girolamo Muzio's authoritative Italian book
on dueling etiquette, fl Duello.'

I say adaptation rather than "translation,"
because although Saviola translated a large
part literally, he sometimes omitted or added
paragraphs or chapters. One such noted
addition is a chapter deploring the fashion of
secret combat. This is the chapter "Of the
Duello or Combat" (3E p. 447-450; ff. 133- 136).

Four famous quarrels
Other additions include the description of
circumstances and actions of four famous
quarrels. Here he describes all the factors of
certain quarrels from the distinction of the
gentlemen involved to the weapons and
outcome of the fray. These examples are of
particular interest to the historical reader as
they provide a true look at the nature of real
quarrels in a book concerning the etiquette of
such encounters.
Saviola then closes his second book with a
discussion on the nobility of women. Here
Saviola speaks of the noble strength and
character of women throughout history. It is
speculated that this addition was intended to
flatter Queen Elizabeth.

A true translation
When translating, Saviola is credited with
remaining quite true to the Italian original. Not
only in meaning, but sometimes in sentence
linguistics and structure. This, along with the
verbose and affected speech of the gentle class,
makes the second book quite difficult to comprehend. The paragraphs can go on for a page
or two with a variety of sentence structures.
Much of the matters discussed are assumed
by the author to be common knowledge (even
more so than the other books) and so to the
modem reader a great deal of information is
omitted. None the less, there is a wealth of
surface information as well as a great store of
information for those readers that take the time
reread and review the material.
In the course of 174 pages, Saviola lays
out a guidebook of gentlemanly manners. The
book is not just a source of dueling punctilio,
but a handbook of honorable behavior. The
reader is advised to follow virtue and to keep
no bad company. A gentleman is said to speak
ill of no man and not to take any advantage of
those less skilled than themselves. He offers a

1Muzio, G1rolam.? [a.k.a. Mutioi Hieronimo]. //due/lode/ Mubo Just1nopo/1tano. Con le nsposte cc1Val/eresche. D1 nuouo corretto e nstampato· S!
part, ,n 1 vol. B 1551. Veneg1a [Venice] Gabriel G1ohto de' Ferran fratell1 (Other ed1t100s appeared 1n 1554, 1558, 1564, 1575, 1576 & 1585.
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definition of a true insult and the correct and
lawful dealings with such matters of honor.
And he advises the proper approach to righting
wrongs that may not be answered by the law.
In this he reiterates that the civil combat should
only arise in the defense of just causes and in
the maintenance of the honor of one's self and
others.
Parallels to Shakespeare
The examples offered in this book parallel
many instances and circumstances in the plays
of Shakespeare and his contemporaries. Oaths
and falsehoods, swearing and being forsworn,
honor and honorable quarrels are all subjects of
discussion and conflict throughout plays of the
Elizabethan era. Saviolo's book brings these
things to light and provides the actor and
combatant a variety of information that makes
sense of otherwise vague speeches, scenes or
occurrences.

"An insult or seduction of a wife, sister,
daughter, or female acquaintance, a slap or
blow, a slur on fame or reputation - all were
reason, by some men, to cross swords. ~
Although Saviolo constantly reaffirms his
belief that almost all quarrels can be avoided
and that there are truly only a few reasons to
risk one's life by the sword, he points out that
the causes of duels that took place varied in
both nature and seriousness. An insult or
seduction of a wife, sister, daughter or female
acquaintance, a slap or blow, a slur on fame or
reputation all were reason, by some men, to
cross swords.
"Giving the lie"
But, out of all the examples offered within
his text, the gravest provocation was "giving
the lie." Unfortunately, although Saviolo's
second book is the first publication in English
regarding dueling etiquette, nowhere does he
pointedly define what "the lie" is. It takes a
good deal of reading and rereading to discern
whether giving the lie is to lie to someone or to
accuse someone oflying. In actuality, to give
the lie is to accuse someone of Lying, and not
the lie itself. Saviolo, however, makes the
quest for this information difficult by not
simply defining the term itself
Time and patience will provide the reader
with the correct definition and then Saviolo
painstakingly breaks the lie itself into five
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categories, lies certain, conditional lies, the lie
in general, the lie in particular, and foolish lie. 2
The circumstances of each of these "lies" are
explained and described with examples of the
injury, its degree and the correct response. The
explanations and procedures are incredibly
formal and read like the overly polite dialogue
in his first book. The formality is there for a
reason, for offense can be taken quickly by a
careless word. Saviola himself points out that
"when men light into the companye of
honorable Gentlemen, they ought to have a
great regarde of their tung, to the end they say
nothing which maye be evil taken or misconstrued."'
Saviolo's rigid formality, and specific
classifications of the "lie" are believed by most
scholars to be the basis of Touchstone's speech
concerning the seven kinds of lie in Act V.iv of
Shakespeare's As You Like It.
Robert Baldick states that "Touchstone,
in As You Like It, .should have carefully
enumerated the seven causes of a
quarrel - the retort courteous, the quip
modest, the reply churlish, the reproof
valiant, the countercheck quarrelsome,
the lie with circumstance and the lie
direct before concluding: 'All these you
may avoid but the lie direct, and you
may avoid that too with an if ... Your if
is the only peace-maker, much virtue in
an if.' " 4
"The lie cannot be avoided"
In his introduction to Three Elizabethan,
Jackson notes this and adds that "It is possible
that some of Touchstone's phrasing may be
heard in such sentences as this from Saviolo's
translation: 'The lie cannot be avoided.. .'."
To be lied to was considered the most
severe of indignations. Thus, when Rosalind,
in Shakespeare's As You Like It (III.ii), replies
to Orlando's "I would I could make thee
believe I love," by stating:

"Me believe it? You may soon make her
that you love believe it, which J warrant
she is apter to do than to confess she does.
That is one of the points in which women
still give the lie to their consciences."
Rosalind is not saying that she is untrue to
herself in the modem sense of lying, but that
this is where women do themselves one of the
greatest of disservices.
To "give the lie" was an open invitation to
a quarrel. If things were handled according to
the punctilio of the day, a time and place

e Saviola, Of Honor and honorable Q.Jarrels, 3E pp. 340-367,· ff. p. 26-53.
l Saviola, Of Honor and honorable Q.Jarrels, 3E pp. 324; ff. p. 10.
l Baldick, The Duel. London: The Hamlyr, Publishi119 Group Limited, 1970. p. 33. Revie'Nl:d "The Pen and the Sword" The Fi5ht Master,
Spri119, 1991, Vol. XIV #1, p. 45-46.
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would be set for the gentlemen to meet, but
often the insult needed to be answered
instantly. A well known example of "the lie,"
is the brawl that opens Romeo and Juliet (the
"foolish lie"). Another example is in Ben
Jonson's, The Alchemist (V.iv):
Kastril: Did not I say, I would never ha'
you tuppedl But by a dubbed boy, to
make you a lady-tom?/ 'Slight, you are
a mammet! Oh, I could touse you now.I
Death, mun' you marry with a pox?
Lovewit: You lie, boy;/ As sound as
you: and I am aforehand with you.
Kastril: Anon?
Lovewit: Come, will you quarrel? I will
feize you, sirrah.
Remembering the proper etiquette
No brawl or duel followed this particular
encounter, but "the lie" would not be suffered
and sparked the fuel of the quarrel. When hotheads could be cooled enough to remember
proper etiquette, Saviolo offers the correct
grammar and procedure of issuing a formal
challenge. The gentlemen would meet in a fair
fight, armed with equal weapons. In Jonson's
The Alchemist (IV.ii), the degree of punctilio,
like that in Saviolo's book, is playfully satirized:

Subtile: Here is my center: ground thy
quarrel.
Kastril: You lie.
Subtile: How, child of wrath, and
anger! The loud lie?/ For what, my
sudden boy?
Kastril: Nay, that you look to, Jam
aforehand.
Subtile: Oh, this's no true grammer,I
And as ill logic! You must render causes,
child.I Your first, and second intentions,
know your cannons,/ And your diversions,
moods, degrees, and differences.I Your
predicaments, substances and accident,/
Series extern and intern, with their
causes/ Efficient, material, formal,
final/ And ha' your elements perfectThese are a few of the examples that
Saviolo's text supports and helps to lend a more
informed eye. This book, although difficult to
read at times, is an excellent reference source
for both the stage combatant and the actor.
There are few other texts from this period that
depict the moral viewpoints of the fencer and
duelist of Elizabethan England so completely.
The examples of both common or vulgar

practices as well as the honorable manners
gives the reader the information necessary to
color their character or to better understand the
"death before dishonor" attitude of the duelist.
The most practical information
Of all the five books contained in Three
Elizabethan, l feel that Of Honor and Honorable
Quarrels offers the most practical information
for theatrical development and understanding.
The other manuals are mostly technical and
offer only an overview of gentlemanly etiquette.
Saviolo's second book, however, offers the
actor a wealth of social, political, philosophical
and moral information to support text and to
base character choices upon.

"For the fight director this information ... provides
afoundation of information to help clarify
character and color choreography. century. ~
For the fight director this information is
just as pointed, as it provides a foundation of
information to help clarify character and color
choreography. Saviolo's second book may be
difficult to work your way through, but the
rewards are there for the persistent.
Silver, George
Paradoxe of Defence, Wherein is Proved the
True grounds of Fight to be in the short auncient
weapons. and the short Sword hath advantage of
the long Sword or long Rapier And the weakenesse
and imperfection of the Rapier-fights displayed.
Together with an Admonition to the noble, ancient,
victorious, valiant, and most brave nation of
Englishmen, to beware of false teachers of
Defence, and how they forsake their own natural!
fights: with a briefe commendation of the noble
science or exercising of Annes.
London: Edward Blount, Printer 1599.
[(licensed January 30, 1599) (6 page dedication;
72 pages text; 1 Illustration]
[reprinted, London: Shakespeare Association
Facsimiles No 6; Oxford University Press, 1933)

George Silver's "Paradoxes of Defence" is
not a manual on swordplay nor a book of honor
or honorable quarrels, it is a sarcastic airing of
extreme English views on swordplay and the
art of defense. 5
Silver's text attempts to prove that the "short
sword hath advantage of the long sword or long
rapier," and that the "Italianated" fight with "birdspit" rapiers and "frog pricking" daggers is "weake,
fantasticall, and most divellish and imperfect."

s J.D. Martinez pr0111des a brief look at George Sil11er in "English to the Core, Gentleman by Birth, Swordsman by Choice" The Fight Master.
Spring 1991 Vol XIV,# 1, p. 18-20.
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Spitting in the wind
Unfortunately, Silver was spitting in the
wind. Methods and practices of swordplay were
advancing and his arguments and discourses
were (in this manuscript) not supported by any
alternative method of swordplay. Hence, the
book reads like a jealous, ill-tempered attack
designed to undermine someone more popular
and skillful. "Paradoxes of Defence" is the
voice of the common English people against
the foreign "fencers" and Silver himself
appears as the self-appointed champion of
traditional English "cut and thrust" swordplay.

I
•I
t

I

'

"Degenerate sonnes"
Opening with an eight page "Dedication",
Silver lunges directly for the throat. He
instantly attacks the foreign schools and
chastises those who "like degenerate sonnes,
have forsaken our forefathers vertues with
their weapons and have lusted like men sike of
a strange ague after the vices and devises of
Italian, French and Spanish Fencers."
The seventy-two pages of text that follow
are Silver's arguments and anecdotes
concerning the issue of proper fencing style.
The arguments are presented in short chapters
or sections that deal with a specific topic,
technique or weapon style.

"Silver lays out both sides of the stated argument
and proceeds to show how and why his opinion
is not only right, but that the foreign practice
is wrong."
As best as possible, in an opinionated
paper, Silver Jays out both sides of the stated
argument and proceeds to show how and why
his opinion is not only right, but that the foreign
practice is wrong. Unhappily, Silver's facts
and statements are supported by a "because I
said so" argument and no solid or practical
evidence is presented to prove his point. Some
of his proofs are amazing variations on the
common laws of geometry and physics. This is
especially noticeable in his arguments
concerning the line and speed of the cut versus
the thrust. Because of these weak and unfounded
arguments, Silver, the Champion of the cut and
thrust, is bested due to his weak defense and
poorly executed attacks.
The opinionated tone of the text and
Silver's failure to move his countrymen back
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to their roots and heritage does not make this
book of little value to today's reader.
English attitudes and opinions
Like Saviolo's second book on honor and
honorable quarrels, Silver's "Paradoxes" offers
the actor and Fight Director a look, not at
mechanics of Elizabethan swordplay, but at the
social and provincial attitudes and opinions of
the common English populace. It is important
to remember that during the introduction of the
rapier the conflict of "cut" or "thrust" was a
constant issue and Silver was not alone in his
opinion. Shakespeare, and many of his
contemporaries, although aware of the changes
in fashion, voiced the laments of the die-hard
English traditionalist.
Mercutio, in Shakespeare's Romeo and
Juliet is an excellent example of a character
who speaks his mind concerning these new
"fashion mongers. " Many of the opinions
stated in his speeches in regards to the foreign
fencing style are paralleled in Silver's text
including an account of the Italian Fencing
Master Rocco Bonetti and the "butcher of a
silk button." 6
Mercutio and Silver
It is not beyond speculation that the name
Mercutio, in Shakespeare's habit for name
punning and allusions, was a reference to
Silver. There is a tie between Mercutio and the
metal mercury. The link could then easily be
made to the common Elizabethan term quicksilver, and then to George Silver. Admittedly,
it is a stretch but, be that as it may, the parallels,
whether intended or accidental, are quite clear
to the reader. George Silver, like Mercutio,
was quite outspoken concerning his opinion of
the foreign practices.

"The Rapier fight, whether it be single
or accompanied with Poniard (Dagger),
Buckler, cloke, or glove of male, is still
by reason of the insufficiencie or
imperfection of the Rapier, an imperfect
fight: imperfect instruments can make
no perfect musicke, neither can
unperfect weapons make perfect fight:" 1
Silver then goes on to condemn to practice
of the "thrust," pointing out that "a blow
commeth continually as near a way as a thrust,
and most commonly nearer, stronger, more
swifter, and is sooner done. 8
"Perfect fight standeth upon both blow
and thrust, therefore the thrust is not
only to be used." 9

o Signior Rocke, "who was so excellent in his fight, that he would have hit anie english man with a thrust, just apon anie button in his doublet!"
Silver, Paradoxes p. 1b.
1 Silver, Paradoxes p. 53.
e Silver, Paradoxes p. 18.
9 Silver, Paradoxes p. 19.
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It has been said that art and theatre are the
mirror to society. Keeping this in mind,
Silver's text can be a useful tool to more than
just understanding Mercutio. It is apparent that
a large portion of the English populace still
preferred the rough "manly" methods of
fighting, scorning the tricks and dodging style
of the subtle "mathematical" craft. In
Shakespeare's Merry Wives of Windsor (ll.i)
we hear Shallow speak out against the foreign
practice:
"In these times you stand on distance:

your passes, stoccadoes, and I know not
what. 'Tis the heart, Master Page, 'tis
here. I have seen the time with my long
sword I would have made you four tall
fellows skip like rats. "
In Henry Porter's Two Angrie Women of
Abington ( 1599), the character of Dick
Coones mourns:
"/ shall never see goo manhood againe,
if it be once gone, this poking fight of

rapier and dagger will come up then.
Then a man, a good sword and buckler
man, will be spitted like a cat or a
cwmney."
"Frog-sticking rapier"
The puncture play of the "frog sticking
rapier" seemed dishonest and ungentlemanly to
the common Englishman. They did not like to
see a strong man fall victim to the seemingly
unfair tactics of the Italians. The thrust under
the arm that slays Mercutio in Romeo and
Juliet is yet another example of the devious
tactic of the foreign schools. Silver, and much
of the English populace, perceived that the
Italians taught offense and not defense. That
the rapier killed men in a time of peace, and
were totally ineffective in a time of war.

"But the rapier in reason ought not to
be, nor sufered to be taught, because it
maketh men fearful and unsafe in single
combats and weak an unsearviceable in
the warres ...
"These Italian fencers teach us offence
not defence.
"They teach men to butcher one
another at home in peace, wherewith
they cannot hurt their enemies abrode
in warre. For your honour well knows
that when battles are joined, and come
to charges, there is no roome for them
to draw their bird spits. And when they
have them, what can they do with them?
can they peerce his corslet with the
point, can they unlace his helmet, hew

under their pikes with a stocata, a
reversa, a dritta, a stramason, or other
such like temestuous terms?
"No, the toyes are fit for children not
for men, for straggling boyes of the
campe to murder poultrie, not for men
honour to try battle with their foes ...
they kill our friends in peace but cannot
hurt our foes in warre. " 111

"Englishmen were reluctant to abandon their
beloved sword and buckler for a lighter,
"pricking" weapon."
Englishmen were reluctant to abandon
their beloved sword and buckler for a lighter
"pricking" weapon. Hence, the strength of
Silver's Paradoxes of Defence is in its
weakness. It is a wellspring of attitudes and
information of the true English spirit.
Methods and practices aside, the
motivation and the passion of the swordsman
is what feeds the artist and provides strong
reliable support for understanding text. The
venting of George Silver is the fuel to the fire
of passion behind many characters and
situations in period text. For these reasons I
would recommend its reading to anyone truly
interested in performing in or staging a play by
Shakespeare or one of his contemporaries.

Silver, George
Brief Instructions Upon My Paradoxes of
Defence, for handling of all Mannr of weapons
together with the fower grounds and the fower
gouernours which gouernours are left out in
my paradoxes without the knowledge of which

no Man can fight saf.
London: 1599/1600. I4 pages Introduction; 100
pages of text; 0 Illustrations. J
[printed in The Works of George Silver. Published
by Captain Cyril G. R. Matthey, 1898. I

George Silver's legacy to the science of
fence for almost three hundred years was an
ill-tempered manuscript that scolded his
countrymen for abandoning their tried and true
ways of swordplay for the new-fangled foreign
styles of the Italian, French and Spanish.
His manuscript, Paradoxes of Defence,
attempted to prove that the traditional cut and
thrust play of the English short-sword (a.k.a.
one-handed broadsword or light cross-hilt) was
more practical, logical and better suited for
combat than the "kill or be killed" tactics of
the long rapier. His efforts, however, were
poorly supported. He offered no techniques to

1osilver, Paradoxes, Ded1cabon p. v-vi.
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support his theories and history has shown us
that the techniques of the rapier prove superior.
Thus, Silver was labeled a fanatic trying to
cling to a dying art. That is, until his second
book was discovered late in the nineteenth
century.
The fate of Brief Instruction
Although George Silver's second book
Brief Instruction Upon My Paradoxes of
Defence, was written at roughly the same time
as "Paradoxes of Defence," it was never
published. Perhaps the popularity of the Italian
school stifled his second publication, or
perhaps the color of his first text offended too
many affluent people.
In either case, Silver never saw the
publication of the technical support for his first
manuscript. The book faded from history until
it resurfaced in the British Museum. It was
eventually published in an 1898 volume
containing itself and the Paradoxes of Defence
entitled The Works of George Silver.
The volume was compiled and noted by
Captain Cyril G. R. Matthey. A fencer and
military man, Capt. Matthey was quite
impressed with the techniques presented by
Silver and believed they would prove useful to
his fellow officers in Boer War fighting. Thus,
three hundred years after being written, the
strength of Silver's arguments were put to the
field by stout English fighting-men long after
the rapier had become obsolete.

"Thus, three hundred years after being written,
the strength of Silver's arguments were put
to the field by stout English fight men long
after the rapier had become obsolete.~
Silver's Brief Instruction is a surprising
revelation of English fencing tactics and
mechanics. His book covers the use of a
variety of traditional weapons played against
one another and the long rapier and dagger.
The reader is provided with advice concerning
the use of these weapons in a variety of
situations including duels, brawls, and battles.

•

A forerunner of Harry Angelo
The techniques offered in the book are not
the rustic tactics of the Medieval "steel-club,"
but are closer to the sabre techniques developed
by Harry Angelo in 1795. Although, he
advocates the "ungentlemanly" practice of
wrestling and grappling as sound techniques of
a good swordsmen when inside measure.
His four governors of true fight,
'judgement", "distance", "time" and "place"
are defined and explained adequately to the
reader making his methods and practices of
blade-play much sounder than his first book
THE FIGHT MASTER •
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indicated. Despite his insistence on the use of
the cut along with the thrust, it is easy to
imagine that a man armed with this knowledge
could quite possibly stand his own against a
rapier and dagger man.
The fate of Brief Instruction
Of the five manuscripts provided in the
Three Elizabethan, Silver's Brief Instruction is
probably the most difficult to read. Although
Capt. Matthey provided marginal notes for the
reader he left the actual manuscript untouched.
Despite the variety of spelling variations, the
long "s," and unfamiliar terms and phrases,
Silver's text also is laden with awkward word
contractions. Even as the last book in the
volume, this text takes some getting used to.
Once that hurdle is cleared, you will find
that Silver is actually quite detailed in his
descriptions and mechanics. And that a large
variety of the actions he teaches are similar to
many of the techniques used in theatre and
sport sabre fencing today.
The English school of fence
As di Grassi and Saviolo's technical
manuals provide the reader with a foundation
of information concerning formal Italian rapier
play, Silver's Brief Instruction provides an
excellent look at sword techniques most likely
taught in English schools of fence during
Shakespeare's time.
This information is of paramount concern
for the theatrical choreographer as it offers a
greater variety of "edge" play than either di
Grassi or Saviolo. The cut and thrust techniques
he offers open a greater number of doors for
work on the stage. It may be difficult to read,
but for those theatrical swordsmen who wish to
compare and try to understand the variance in
styles of swordplay in Shakespeare's England
there is no other manuscript available that is as
untainted by foreign influence.

In conclusion •••
The five books presented by Jackson in
his volume on Elizabethan fencing manuals,
each in their own way can prove necessary
tools to the actor and the theatrical swordsman.
There is a wealth of information contained in
these books that each artist, in their own way,
should delve into and add to our art.
Secondhand material can only provide
minimal information. As it is difficult to paint
an impression of a landscape you ' ve never
seen, so is it difficult to give the impression of
an Elizabethan sword fight you have no
concept of.
The works of Shakespeare and his contemporaries are rich in characters and situations
that are aware of the material presented i:1
these manuscripts. To be ignorant of this
information is to remove the artistic process
from the subject you are presenting. For this

reason Jackson compiled this volume not to
explain these manuals but only to provide them
for reference and research.
"These manuals" he says in his introduction,
"are presented here together to facilitate the
recovery of knowledge of Elizabethan fighting
styles and to make them available for a fuller
understanding of the references to fencing in
Elizabethan literature." [Intro. p. v]
The tips of the iceberg .••
Despite the diversity of the five books
contained in Jackson's volume, these manuscripts should not to be taken as the "Elizabethan
art" in its entirety. These texts are, more than
likely, just the tips of the iceberg.
Like the martial arts books on the market
today, very little of the actual art or science is
offered (or can be learned) in these texts. In
Saviolo' s words," There are many other
secrets of thie [art] which cannot be written
nor be made plaine or sufficiemly expressed to
bee understoode." 11
Thus, the books contained in this volume
should be used as spring boards into theatrical
interpretation and artistic fancy. Today's
11 Silver,

audience does not know an "immortal
passado" from a "ballade pecca." They don't
care! It's not important what is factual, it's
important that you have a foundation, an understanding on which to base your interpretation.

"The books ... should be used as spring boards
into theatrical interpretation and artistic fancy.
Today's audience doesn't know an 'immortal
passado' from a 'ballade pecca.' ~
Playwrights choose their settings, scenes
and words for a reason. Knowing and understanding these reasons is what allows the artist
to make informed choices. Three Elizabethan
Fencing Manuals helps in that understanding. I
would therefore recommend the volume to any
serious student of historical or theatrical
swordplay.

•
Dale Anthony Gerard 1s an SAFD certJfled teacher based in
New York and a regular contributor to the F19ht Master.

Of the Rapier and Dagger, p . ff 44 [3E p . 240]
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OLLOWING IS A CURRENT LISTING OF SAFD PEOPLE
AND RESOURCES AND HOW TO REACH THEM.
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President
Drew Fracher
Abiding Grace Farm
780 8ushtown Road
Harrodsburg, KY 40330
(606) 366-5549
Vice President
Susan Eviston
7411 MoredaleRoad
Louisville, KY 40222
(502) 425-8115

Richard Raether
1834 Camp Avenue
Rockford, IL 61103
(815) 962-6579

J. Allen Suddeth
131 Linden Avenue
Glen Ridge, NJ 07028
(201) 748-5697
Christopher Villa
216 N. Aladdin Drive
Anaheim, CA 92801
(714) 856-6614

Secretary
Mark Olsen
University of Houston
Dept. of Theatre
Houston, TX 77204-5071
(713) 743-2915

David Woolley
2025 W. Shakespeare #2
Chicago, IL 60647
(312) 489-6484

Treasurer
Mark "Rat" Guinn
Louisiana Tech. U.
P.O. Box 8608
Ruston, LA 71272-0034
(318) 257-2930

EAST COAST
New York City
Rick Sordalet
(201) 509-0569

REGIONAL REPS.

Hew York State
Michael Donahue
(202) 686-6369

FIGHT MASTERS

John Robert Beardsley
Hamilton House
Arts Center
c/o AMRA TROH
Main Street
Charleston, Nevis
West Indies
(809) 469-1424

David Boushey
322 N.W. 175th
Seattle, Washington
98177
(206) 542-1649
Drew Fracher
Abiding Grace Farm
780 Bushtown Road
Harrodsburg, KY 40330
(606) 366-5549
Erik Fredricksen
1425 Textile Road
Ann Arbor, Ml 48108
(313) 944-0116
David Leong
51 Lincoln Place
Brooklyn, NY 11217
(718) 638-3660
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Washington, D.C.
Brad Waller
(617) 323-7233
Philadelphia
Payson Burt
(215) 584-6716
Baltimore
Lewis Shaw
(410) 539-1706
Boston
Bob Walsh
(617) 244-7838
SOUTH
New Orleans
Mark "Rat" Guinn
(318) 257-2930
Alabama
James Brown
(205) 262-3396
Mississippi
David "'Pops" Doersch
(601) 236-2733
Virginia
Colleen Kelly
(804) 924-8963

MIDWEST
Cincinnati
Randy Bailey
(606) 491-4751

Payson Burt
3033 Taft Road
Norristown, PA 19403
(215) 584-6716

Chicago
Stephen Gray
(312) 404-7972

Brian Byrnes
3417 Juno Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
(412) 683-5082

Denver
Timothy Tait
(303) 830-7916
Lincoln
Paul Stegar
(402) 477-6819
Minneapolis
Michael Anderson
(612) 479-1191

Tim Carryer
1339 N. Sheridan Ave.
Pittsburgh, PA 15206
( 412) 441-8798
Dan Carter
1714-B Linda Lane
Normal, IL 61761
(309) 452-5617

WEST COAST
San Francisco
Larry Henderson
(510) 444-2949

John Cashman
7435 Shadyglade Ave. #2
N. Hollyvvood, CA 91605
(818) 982-4450

Los Angeles
John Cashman
(818) 982-4450

James Cheatham
230 W. 79th St., Apt. 1A
New York, NY 10024
(212) 724-9502

Nevada/California
Greogy Hoffman
(702) 831-7448
(415) 703-7150
Seattle
Geoffrey Alm
(206) 361-5179
Anchorage
Michael Hood
(907) 562-4047
Arizona
Brent Gibbs
( 602) 622-2143
CERTIFIED TEACHERS

Geoffrey Alm
105 57 Dayton Ave. N.
Seattle, WA 98133
(206) 361-5179
Ralph Anderson
465 West 49th St., #1 B
NY, NY 10019-7239
(212) 247-5393
J. David Brimmer
476 Second Street
Brooklyn, NY 11215
(718) 788-5381

Michael Chin
531 Main Street #807
Roosevelt Island
New York, NY 10044
(212) 750-9378
Charles Conwel I
112 Merlin Road
Phoenixville, PA 19460
(215) 933-8238

James Finney
807-G Judson Avenue
Evanston, IL 60202
(708) 492-0806

Dr. Robin McFarquahr
810 N. Coler #1
Urbana, IL 61801
(217) 333-2893

Brent Gibbs
710 East 5th Street
Tucson, Af 85719
(602) 622-2143

Douglas Mumaw
Route 1, Box 363 K
Broadway, VA 22815
(703) 896-1059

Dale Girard
10-01 47th Road
Long Island City, NY
11101
(718) 784-7027
Mark "Rat"' Guinn
Louisiana Tech. U.
P.O. Box 8608
Ruston, LA 71272-0034
(318) 257-2930
Larry Henderson
750 Rand Avenue #4
Oakland, CA 94610
(510) 444-2949
Gregory Hoffman
774 Mays Blvd. #1 0-161
Incline Village, NV 89451
(702) 831-7448
(415) 703-7150
Michael Hood
1942 N. Salem
Anchorage, AK 99508
(907) 562-4047
Colleen Kelly
University of Virginia
Drama Dept.
Culbreth Road
Charlottesvi lie, VA 22903
(804) 924-8963

Charles Coyl
6321 N. Lakewood
Chicago, IL 60660
(312) 764-3825
(202) 686-6369

Michael Kirkland
Galveston College
Upper Deck Theatre
5001 Avenue U
Galveston, TX 77550
(409) 763-6551

David "Pops" Doersch
Rt. 5 Box 169
Oxford, MS 38655
(601) 236-2733

Richard Lane
587 Lisbon Street
San Francisco, CA 94112
(415)957-3622

Susan Eviston
7411 Moredale Road
Louisville, KY 40222
(502) 425-8115

Todd Loweth
216 N. Aladdin Drive
Anaheim, CA 92801
(714) 774-6064

Dexter Fidler
635 Judah Street
San Francisco, CA 94122
( 415) 564-6040

Bob McDougall
P.O. Box 23078
Seattle, WA 98102
(206) 522-2201

Mark Olsen
University of Houston
Dept. of Theatre
Houston, TX
77204-5071
(713) 743-2915
Ron Piretti
15 Leroy Street, #12
New York, NY 10014
(212) 675-4688
Richard Ryan
10 Cranbook Park
Wood Green
London N22 SNA
United Kingdom
(081) 881-1536
Rick Sordelet
46 Forest Street
Montclair, NJ 07042
(201) 509-0569
Robert Tuftee
531 W. 49th Street #2W
NewYork, NY 10019
(212) 757-1642
Steve Vaughan
800 Vernal Road
Attica, NY 14011
(716) 591-3673
Brad Waller
5616 Kirkham Court
Springfield, VA 22151
(703) 323-7233
Robert Walsh
58 Rangeley Road
W. Newton,MA 02165
(617) 244-7838
Jack Young
Warehouse Theatre
P.O. Box454
Greenville, SC 29602
(803) 235-8845
MEMBERSHIP REPS.

Teachers' Rep.
Geoffrey Alm
105 57 Dayton Ave. N.
Seattle, WA 98133
(206) 361-5179

Membership Rep.
Ricki G. Ravitts
2350 Broadway, Apt. 23
New York, NY 10024
(800) 659-6579
SUPPLIERS

The Armoury
American Fencers Supply

1180 Folsom St.
San Francisco, CA 94103
(415)863-7911
Swords and daggers.
Catalog $3.00

Arms and Armor
1101 Stinson Blvd. NE
Minneapolis, MN 55413
(612) 331-6473
Custom swords,
daggers, pole arms and
annor. Catalog $2.00.
Belle& Blade
124 Penn Avenue
Dover, NJ 07801
(201) 328-8488
Videos, books, weapons.
Catalog available.
Colonial Armory
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

2850 Bailey Hill Road
Eugene, OR 97 405
(503) 345-6292
Custom swords and
daggers. All periods.
Sales and rental.

Center Firearms Co.
10 West 37th St.
NewYork, NY10018
(212) 244-4040
F1reanns. All types,
periods. Sales and
rental. No catalog.
Eiler Robert Cook
P.O. Box 188
Etowah, NC 28729
(704) 692-0323
Edged weapons decorative & theatrical.
Catalog available.
Gratzner Period
Accoutrements
P.O. Box 12023
Marina Del Rey, CA 90295
(310) 823-2050
Sword belts and
hangers ofall periods.
Catalog $1.00.

Dennis L. Graves
Swordcutler
255 S. 41 st St.
Boulder, CO 80303
(303) 494-4685
Custom swords &
daggers, all periods.
Sales and rental.
Catalog available.
Mark Haney
6000 J Street
Sacramento, CA 95819
(916) 944-0252
Handmade broadswords.
No catalog.
Jackalope Leather
Goods & Props
Tony Rust
292 Fifth Street
Brooklyn, NY 11215
(718) 768-7305
Swordbelts and
hangers, leather
commedia masks, etc.
Lundegaard Armoury
P.O. Box287
Crompond, NY 10517
Custom fantasy swords
& daggers. Catalog $1.50.
Ramshead Armoury
P.O. Box653
Champaign, IL 61820
(217) 351-7232
Weapons, chainmail,
books. Catalog $2. 00.
Triplette
Competition Arms
162 West Pine Street
Mount Airy, NC 27030
(919) 786-5294
Sport fencing equipment
and theatrical blades.
Catalog available.
Steve Vaughan
800 Vernal Road
Attica, NY 14011
(716) 591-3673
Swords, daggers,
shields, spears, etc.
No catalog.
Weapons of Choice
4075 Browns Valley Rd.
Napa, CA 94558
(707) 226-2845
Edged weapons and
fireanns rental. Catalog.
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Society of American Fight Directors
DEDICATED TO IMPROVING THE QUALITY AND SAFETY OF STAGE COMBAT

The Society of American Fight Directors (SAFD) is a non-profit organization devoted to training, and
improving the quality of stage combat. We are committed to the highest standards of safety in the
theatrical, film and television industries. The SAFD offers educational opportunities across the country
at universities, privately, and at the annual National Stage Combat Workshop expressly to disseminate
this information. In addition, the SAFD tests individuals in three categories:
Actor/Combatant • Teacher • Fight Master
However, one need not take any sort of test in order to be a member of SAFD. Anyone interested in
the art of fight choreography and stage fighting can join as a Friend. Members of SAFD receive: a 10%
discount on all SAFD workshops; The Fight Master, a journal which is published twice yearly and
contains in-depth articles on the history and practice of stage combat, the latest equipment, staging
practices; and The Cutting Edge, a newsletter updating SAFD activities, policies and member news.
To apply for membership in the SAFD fill out the form below and send to:

Mark Olsen, SAFD Secretary-Treasurer
University of Houston, Dept. of Theatre, Houston, 1X 77204-5071
Dues are $25.00 annually. (For members outside the U.S., annual dues are $30.00)
You must enclose a $25.00 check covering dues for the current year.
Checks should be made payable to Society of American Fight Directors.

r--------------------------------------------,
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
SOCIETY OF AMERICAN FIGHT DIRECTORS
PLEASE PRINT

Name

If )()U\.-e passed the SAFD Proficiency Skills Test, please fill out:

Address

Date Tested _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Instructor
Weapons

Phone No. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Adjudicator

L----------------------------------------~---J

